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PREFACE 
Rhythm studies of marine plants and animals together 
with environmental conditions are important for future 
development of forecasting techniques of marine living 
resources. studies on the situations of upwelling are the 
most attractive from the physical/fishery oceanographic point 
of view of the waters around India. 
New techniques of rhythm studies relevant to the 
practical conditions of rhythmicity in nature are developed 
and the utilities of such techniques are pointed out. The 
snag is pointed out in the classical explanation of 
upwelling which is based on Ekman's mathematical 
coastal 
model of 
vertically spiralling currents. New projections are made on 
upwelling and mudbank formation in the coastal waters. 
research 
Th~ information 
publications 
presented here is based on my own 
in the field of physical/fishery 
presentation is divided into three oceanography. The 
sections, although there is some unavoidable overlapping here 
and there in these papers. The sections are -
1 ) Development of a system of rhythm studies and its 
utility, 
2 ) studies on coastal upwelling and upwelling-related 
aspects, and 
iii 
3) The environmental effects on marine fisheries of India. 
Each section starts with a prelude summerising the 
aspects dealt in the section followed by the actual papers 
concerning the section. Four papers are dealt in the first 
section, five in the second and, three in the third section. 
I deviated from the conventional presentation of 
material in the form of a thesis. I believe that this short 
presentation triggers the minds of scientists in the field 
and makes them pause for a while and thinkl 
it is to my gratification. 
If it happens, 
The following are the research papers of the author 
considered in the presentation of the thesis: 
Under Section 1: 
1.1. 8-ordinate scheme for formulating periodic 
variations. 3.mar.biol.Ass.India, 20(1&2): 40-49. 
1.2. A simple method of representing diel variations of a 
parameter in the form of diurnal, s~midiurnal and 
quarterdiurnal waves. Indian 3.Fish. 1987, 34(1): 
89-95. 
1.3. 32-ordinate scheme of analysis for cascade waves from 
time series data. All India Symposium on 
Chronobiology. Department of Studies in Zoology, 
Karnataka University, Dharwad. March 1989. 
iv 
1.4. A method of correcting for diurnal variations in 
assessing the annual variations of a parameter. 
Symposium on Tropical Marine Living Resources. The 
Marine Biological Association of India, Cochin. 
January 1988. 
Under Section 2: 
2.1. On the relation between the intensity of the 
west monsoon and the oil-sardine fishery of 
IndianJ.Fish.1970, 13(1): 142-149. 
south-
India. 
2.2. Studies of upwelling along the west coast of India 
using geopotential anomaly. 
7: 219-223. 
Indian J.mar.sci. 1978, 
2.3. Observations of coastal water upwelling around 
India. Monsoon Dynamics. Lighthill, J. and R.P. 
Pearse (Ed). Cambridge University Press, 1981, p. 
523-528. 
2.4. Studies on upwelling at the turn of this century. 
Symposium on Research and Development in Marine 
Fisheries. Central Marine Fisheries Research 
Institute, Mandapam Camp, September 1987. 
2.5. A new concept of coastal water upwelling. 
J.mar.biol. Ass. India, 1988, 28: 232-234. 
v 
Under Section 3: 
3.1. Studies on the surface mixed layer and its associated 
thermocline off the west coast of India and the 
inferences thereby for working out a prediction 
system of the pelagic fisheries of the region. 
Indian 3.Fish . 1965, 12: 118-134. 
3.2. Interaction of pelagic fisheries with physical and 
biological environment of the waters off the Kerala-
Karnataka coast. 3.mar. biol.Ass. India. 1985, 
27(1&2): 163-169. 
3.3. The characteristic tranquility of mudbanks, a clue to 
create them artifically - A hypothesis. Seminar on 
Fisheries Research & Development in Kerala. 
Department of Aquatic Biology & Fisheries, University 
of Kerala, Trivandrum. April 1987. 
The bibliographic section covers all the references 
made in the papers presented here, of course, in alphabetical 
order. 
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SEC T ION 1 
1.0 
DEVELOPMENT OF A SYSTEM 
OF RHYTHM STUDIES AND ITS UTILITY 
While Symmetry is the Static Beauty of Nature, 
Rhythm is its Dynamic Beauty. 
From time series data of a 
1 - 1 
variable 
parameter, the primary period is d l vided successively 
by serial numbers starting from 1 and waves are 
constituted over these quotients as periods so that 
the algebraic sum total of all these wave heights, at 
any time, is equal 
parameter at that time. 
to the original value of the 
The method of such analysis 
is known as Harmonic Analysis or, Fourier Series. 
In the absence of a suitable computer, it 
would be advantageous if simple analytical techniques 
are developed for performing harmonic analysis of 
time series data. Such simple techniques were 
developed by Von C Runge (1902, 1905) which schemes 
are known after his name (6-ordinate Runge Scheme, 
12-ordinate Runge Scheme etc.). In all the Runge's 
schemes the primary period was divided by serial 
numbers, 1, 2, 3, .•..... etc. 
Diel observations of variational studies of 
environment and animal behaviour, such as ionospheric 
density, barometric pressure, vertical migration of 
1.1 
1-2 
plankton (deep scattering layer) etc. indicate the 
presence of diurnal, semi-diurnal and quarter-diurnal 
variations in them (cascade type of variations). A 
study of such variations requires to divide the 
primary period by the numbers 1 for primary period 
and 2, 4, for obtaining the required higher 
harmonics. In other words, the wave periods of the 
cascade waves in such cases are T, the diurnal 
period; T/2, the semidiurnal period and T/4, the 
quarter-diurnal period. 
As the Runge's schemes divide the primary 
period by serial numbers 1,2,3, •••••••• , it is not 
possible from Runge schemes to study the cascade 
waves upto the fourth harmonic which are limited to 
the one-fourth of the primary perir~ by skipping off 
the one-third primary period. Therefore there is 
need for developing suitable schemes of analysis for 
obtaining such results. 
The 8-ordinate scheme developed by the author 
was an attempt in this direction for such cascade 
wave analysis of time series data. But, the scheme 
was found defective in the sense that the sine factor 
of the last wave (with wave priod one-fourth of the 
primary period ie with frequency 4) is absent in it. 
This is the case with any scheme (including the Runge 
1 -3 
schemes) with respect to the wave number which 
coincides with a half of the number of ordinates at 
choice, as it corresponds to the integral multiple of 
the angle 7f the sine value of which is therefore 
zero. 
1.2. To overcome the limitation of the 8-ordinate 
scheme, the 16-ordinate scheme was developed by the 
author. In this scheme, the accuracy of analysis is 
improved tremendously not only because of the 
presence of the sine factor corresponding to the one-
fourth primary period but also by the increased 
number of ordinates involved in the analysis. 
1.3. The accuracy of determining the coefficients 
was further increased by introducing 32-ordinate 
scheme. However, it was felt that the 16-ordinate 
scheme is accurate enough for practical purposes. 
All the schemes focus the attention on determining 
the amplitudes and phase angles of the primary, 
secondary and the quarter period waves, 
of number of ordinates involved in 
schemes. 
irrespective 
each of the 
1.4. The utility of the schemes, particularly the 
16-ordinate scheme, would be felt for accurately 
assessing the seasonal variations of parameters 
obtained by ship-survey data which one cannot expect 
1-4 
to be synoptic, as the ship cannot avoid visiting a 
particular station or a region in different hours of 
the day instead of the same hour, in course of her 
observations for all the months of the year(s). In 
such data, the diel fluctuations of the parameter 
will be riding over the seasonal component. 
Summer (hot-weather season), _ monsoon and 
winter are the three main seasons of the climate over 
India and over the waters around the Indian sub-
continent. A combination of 12-ordinate scheme for 
diel variations was ingenuously developed for 
identifying and quantifying the diel variations over-
riding the seasonal component of an observed 
parameter which is influenced by both the types of 
variations. The 12-ordinate scheme developed here is 
a modified form of the 12-ordinate Runge's scheme. 
The present scheme takes into account only the first 
three harmonics whereas the Runge's scheme considers 
six harmonics. But both the schemes draw the same 
number of ordinates (12) equidistantly spaced over 
the primary period (the annual period of 12 months). 
1.5. Concluding remarks 
It 
analytical 
technology 
looks apparently odd to think of 
designs when the software 
is fast developing in the 
simple 
computer 
world. 
Nevertheless, such 
ones, find their 
1-5 
simple schemes, as the present 
usefulness in places where the 
advanced technological tools are not available. 
Moreover, there is no need to approach a computer, 
unless the data to be handled are voluminous or the 
equations involved in the analysis are of complex 
nature. 
The data on ecological aspects and the 
physiological and behavioural aspects of marine 
plants and animals could be easily studied for their 
rhythmicity by adopting such lucid schemes of 
analysis. 
to simple 
animals 
Juxtaposing such rhythm studies may lead 
prediction systems of marine plants and 
based on the environmental behaviour. 
Professor Naylor of University of Liverpool hopefully 
visualized that such juxtaposing would enhance the 
development of rhythm studies as a growth point in 
biological sciences. 
The following four papers (reprints) deal 
with the details of the subject under this section in 
the respective order of 1.1 to 1.4. Due to expected 
delay in printing of the symposia proceedings, only 
the manuscripts of the last two papers are placed in 
this thesis. 
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J. mar. bioI. Au. India, 1978, :zo (1 & 2) : 40-49 
. 
8-ORDINATE SCHEME FOR FORMULATING PEIlODIC V ARlA1l0NS 
A. V. S. MURTY 
Central Marine Fisheriu Buearch Institute, Cochin-682018 
1bia ""'"""!Dation is aimed at evolviDa a lucid ICbane of c:omPUtiua the wa~ c:ompoDeilta of periodic 
variations of casc:adc nature. 
TIle ocbemc is applied to tbrec diffcnnt .no &lid is found best sui1ed wboa !be diumaI, oomidiuma1 
IIld quarU:r dlumaI variatioas of a puaJDIIiCr ~ iavo1wd. 
INIllODUCTlON who, by going critically through the manuscrij . 
helped to enricl1 the quality of the Ei 
THOUGH ignored at the beginning of ~ last I l'eIIICDIber with gratitude the education I 
century, the upression of a syste;matic variation in the Physics and Oceanography in the 
of periodic character as a mathCJllatical (semi- University and the background it provided fi 
emperical) l'unaion repmmting a series of the later studies. 
waves of multiple periods, originally presented 
by a Frcnd1 Physicist Fourier* attracU:d sub-
seqllClltly the field of applied science and the 
harmonic analysis has its base on the Fourier 
series. 
I am thankful to Mr. P. D. Benjamin. Senior 
Mari:ne Surveyor, Cochin Port Trust for pro-
viding the data of tidal observations at C«.hin 
for the months of February and March 1980. 
I am grateful to Dr. E.G. Silas, Director, Central 
Marine Fisheries hscarch Institute for the 
encourawment al)d inspiration afforded to me 
during the course of this work. 
Thanks are due to Mr. T. Jacob, IUad ot 
Fiahcries RaoUIIZS A""CSsurnt Division, 
Qsntral Mari:ne Fisheries hscarch IDstitute, 
• It was irooical that the Fourier ..... the _ 
f_ writlaa in the "",rb of 'DId!em'tica ..-,1ed 
to the Puis.CNkmy in 1107 _ n;Iected for ita 
publication for ...... t of wrry riaaroua 'DIthmMtio:aJ 
JII'CIC6. 
The total ftriations over a period 
2.". are split into a series of waves-the run~ 
mental wave (single wave) occupying the 
period and the higher harmonics 2nd, 3r , 
4th, etc. occupying the same interval 2'1f by 2, , 
4, . .... waves respectively. 
If y be a periodic variable of :t, (:t Wl'JrntB 
from 0° to 2'11') the fuaction is given by 
y =a. +alcon +a.coa2x + a. cos 3 
+-. cos 4s + ...... + h. ain:t 
+ basin2x + ba sin 3:.c 
+b.sin4:t+ ..... 
where (al cos:t + h. sin :.c), (a. cos 2x + '" • 
2x), (a. cos 3x + h. sin 3:t), ..... CODItitutc 
ftmdamental, 2nd,3rd ...•. coJDpOlllDlta(wa ) 
respectively of the periodic f\mction. 
series may have to be c:r;tcmded 1IJIti1 one is 
satisfied with his requimDmts of la:1It 
1oORDINA'm !IOD!MI! FOil ~ 7 Mile VAlUATIONS 41 
.. 
. 2. . 
It ... ~ ~ YOOInell; 
'0 
2. 
. l' ( lit .. -;r 1 y Iia nell; 
o 
wIIcft It = 'I, 2, 3, ..•.. 
1 
2 
3 
.. 
p 
, N 
a.coe(Ox) 
Ix- al QlI (b;) 
'1:&0 a. COl (h) 
a. 001 (3.1) 
• 
• 
)to 
-:5 2 
I : 
I 
b.Iia(Cb) 
~.(I.I) 
b.lia(2a) 
baa (31,) 
• 
Let lt iD 1' ... ~ fma 0 ~ 2", aDd y 2 
be ita func:d!m Let the paod 2'11' be dindoc! 
iDto N eqaal puta. ~ N Y&riea from 0 to N, 
COl. ClIP' """"'* :5 ,.,. from 0 to 2",. The 
va- of the WI, ..... iDg ordinatca caD bo 
ohtained .from tho graph of y ipinn lt or from 
thetable .... ai.in'~ oCxad the respectiw 
ordiDato..m., 
As dill' ' tai ()'360° iJ divided iJIto N .... 
partI 0IIdI part ~ be ~ to c:)o an4 the 
Let the DUlllbor of harmoaica of our un-. 
110 half of N. Tban the de!ailI of the wave 
IllPlratic:a pojDta be denoted by :r. (r = 0, 1, 
2"" •• , )t-1). The c:omspondm,"'" of 
:r. ad their CIOm6~iDg ordi»_ mq 110 
wri.aaiD TabJo 1. ' . 
TA&II 1 
r (DI ...... No.) 0 1 2 3 ...... N-2 N-l 
It° •. • 'r (~ '~l (':)2 (~) .. , ... (~)<N.~2) e~(N-l) . 
(fsr)O ,(~)o ,(~l P(~)2 P(~)3 .. :, .. ~)(N-2) P(~)(N-l) 
Yr . 1. 11 . . "I • "I. ...... Y-.a "1M-, 
42 .A. V. S. I!IUATY 
Note that in our choice of the N-ordinates, 
the ordinate at the boundary of x. = 3600 
is omitted as the ordinate at ~ = O· is in our 
choice so that the total number of ordinates 
are equal to the total number of intervals into 
which the period 2". is divided. The coefficient 
be will vanish as sin (~) = 0: and lie 
cos (0..) = 10. And also when the harmonic 
p = f, ~ Xr will become alternately 3600 
and 180" as we pass from one division to the 
other from 0 to N -1. Thcrefom sin ~ It = 0, 
. . 
hence bN will vanish, and aN will become 
"2 "2 
alternately positive and negative. 
The coefficitmts are given by (Lipka, 1918; 
Salvadori, 1948) 
1 N-I 
110 ="if 1: y, cos 
r-O 
aN 1 N-I (N) T = N I Yr cos TIt 
r-O 
2 N-l 
equal to 2p and sometimes mudI Iar8IIf thanl 
this number, says Salvadori (1948). . 
. . 
Cascade system 0/ waves 
-The waves ride over y = a.. The frequen<:yj 
is doubled or the wave period is halved asj 
ft step down from the 1st wave to the second, 
from the second waY,D to the fourth, from ~ 
fourth wave to the eighth and so on. Let u. 
call the system of such variations as • casauhl 
system '. We may come across the cascade 
system of variations in oceanic, atinospherie 
and ionospheric oscillations such as di~ 
semidiurnal and quarter diurnal variations of 
tides. t 
Limiting to the 4th harmonic the ~ 
system of variations can be reprewned 
Y= 110 + BtCOIX + .. cos2x + .. cos 
+ b1 sin X + ·b. sin 2x. 
N Cor 0 = p =-_. 2 
I 
, 
I 
ap = N 1: Y cospx 
r=O 
2 N-I 
N 
ror 0 =1= P=I=-' 2 
bp = N ~ Y, sin pXr 
r~O 
From the above 8flIICral formulae each 
coefficient may be independently determined 
and thus each harmonic can be calculated 
without calculating the preceding harmonics. 
It means Ip and b, are tWice the. averagIC of 
the values of the ordinates taken at the N points 
multiplied by the cornsponding values of cos 
and sin of px respectively. For the resullli 
to be accurate, the number of intervals N into 
which the period 2". is divided must be high. 
If p is the largest harmonic expected to be 
present in the graph or table, N must be atIeast 
Keeping N = 8, the approximate values 'of 
the coefficitmts are given by .. ' j 
7 7 ~ 8110 = 1: Yr cos (Os,); ~ = ~ 'r 001 (x 
r-O r-O 
7 
4 .. = ~ Yr cos (2x,) ; 
r-O 
Sa. = ~ l' cos lk..\ 
r-O 'r-.: 
7 7 
4b1 - 1: Yr sin (lxJ; 4b. = 1: Yr sin (~) 
r-o .-0 
8.OttOINATE SCHeME !lOR FOlUlhiLA1'D4d fllu)Dlt VA!uAnoNS 41 
rae 1Ir1ltipies (COSlJc and sine values) of the by their reIpICti~ multiples in c.:h row an-
corresponding ordinates are presented in the the vat- of the coefficient writull tpiBIt 
Table 2. The sum of the ordinates mUltiplied ea.ch row. 
TAllLE 2. MrJJip[n oJ IIw dto_ ~ ort/iIwI,. n 
llr o· 45· 90· 135" I. ru" 270" 31s" . -
y, y, y. y. y. ,. y, y, y, 
Sa, I I 1 I 1 I I I 
> I 
4&, I 0.7 0 -(1.7 -1 ~.7 0 0.7 
4<l, 1 0 -1 0 1 0 -I 0 
... J -I 1 -1 1 -1 1 -I 
4b, 0 0.7 1 0.7 0 -(1.7 -I ~.7 
4b, 0 1 0 -1 0 1 0 -1 
.y m'kiIII \IIC otthe Table 2. the values of the coeftirinh ill tarm.s of the ordQweo bD leo 
written as Coliows : 
Sao = Y. + y, + y, + y, + ,. + Yf + Y. + Yf 
4at = (y', - y'J + (y', - y'f) + (Y, - yC) 
.... = (Y. - y,) + (y. - Y.) 
~-~-~+~-~+~-~+~-~ 
4~ = (Y. - y,) + (y', - t.) + (y'a - y',) 
4bs = (y, - y,) + (yf - y,) 
wMre the primed ordinates refers 
I ( = ./ 2 ) of its correspondina value. 
to 0.7 Arranl!lD the ordin.fCl in the following coDlplt. 
ins fonn 
As 
computations arc combersome. the foUowing 
scheme is dcsiped to determine the coefficients. 
x, O' 45' 90' 13S· 180· 225" 270' 315· 
Y. Y. Y1 Y. y, Y. 
2 
Y. y, y, 
i sum 
j dilf. 
k 
1 
Y. 
Y. 
ie 
j. 
I. 
i, 
k. 
Ie 
Y1 
Y. 
i. 
j, 
i1 
i. 
k, 
" 
y, Ya 
Y. y, 
. 
i, i. 
it j. 
j. j, 
j, j. 
Sum m JDo lilt 
Diff. n ~ III 
, 
' . 
t 
44 A. V. S. MURTY 
1'btI values of the coefficients of the terms 
of the f\DIction arc as given in the Table 3. 
1'btI numbers appearing in thc same column 
arc multiplied by thc corresponding constants 
appearing ill the fiN column of the Table and 
arc added to give 4 or 8 times thc coefficients 
as indicated in the Table. 
TABLB 3. ScheTM of IuumonJc coeJjlcielrJs 
Multiplier 
0.' 
0.7 D, m, 
1 ko+k, Ie ko-k, I, 
S.. 4a, 4a, S.. 4b, 411, 
Another way of looking at the problem is 
to consider the eight linear equations in a's 
and b's obtained by substituting the eight sets 
of values of x and y in the eqnation 
Yr =-110 + it cos x, + a. cos 2 x' + 
&. cos 4 x, + b1 sin Xr + '" sin 2 x, 
where r takes the values 0, I, 2, ..... , 7. It 
may be noted that there are eight equations and 
six unknowns. It means that the measure9 
ordinates are greater in number than the cq. 
eflicicnts. Under such conditioll thc best w~ 
to obtain the coefficients would be by applying 
the least square technique (Lipka, 1941}. 
However, it may be shown that the expressions 
for the coefficients obtained by the methad 
of least squares have thc same form as those 
given earlier. And as such, the scheme evolv~ 
for computing the coefficients still holds 
good. 
IIlwtration A. 
The graph of fig. 1 presents the barometric 
pressure (mb) values observed at an inter al 
of 2 hours starting from 7 O'clock in the moOt-
ing over a period of 24 hOllrs in the mo~th 
of May 196() at Waltair (Marty, 1965). Let 
these 24 hours complete the period 2".. ~re­
fore, )I; in degrees starts from the initial Urne 
(in hours) of observations. The eight ordi-
nates chosen at 3 hr interval (45·) are as 
follows: 
XI x. x. x, x. 
270· 
x, 
315· 90· 135· 180· 225· 
y, y. Yl Y. y. y. y, Y. Y. 
mb. 1006.8 1007.8 1006.7 1005.3 1005.7 1007.7 1006.8 1006.6 
Proceeding by the scheme, Read TabID 4-
1006.8 1007.8 1006.7 1005.3 Therefore, the values of the coefficien~, are 
1005.7 1007.7 1006.8 1006.6 a, = 1006.68 , a1 = 0.52 , a.= -0125, 
Sum 2012.S 2015.5 2013.5 2011.9 
a. = -0.\8 , h. = ·-0.24, ba = O.~ 
j Diif. 1.1 0.1 -0.1 -1.3 Hence 
20125 2015.5 1.1 0.1 Y = 1006.68 + 0.52 cos x - 0.25 cos 2" 
2013.5 2011.9 -0.1 -1.3 - 0.18 cos 4x - 0.24 sin x + 0.9 s;n 2x 
k 4026.0 4027.4 Sum m 1.0 -1.2 where y = barometric pressure (mb) Fd x 
1 -1.0 3.6 Dift'. n 1.2 1.4 in degrees is given by x = 2". 2~ , t in hours 
&-olU>lNATB SCHEME FOR FORMuLAmiO PlllUODlC VARIATIONs 
TABLE 4. Coeff'IrlnIII DJ ~ ,.."".".. Dvtr a day 
Multiplier 
0.5 
0.7 
1 4026.0 
+4027.4 
8OS3.4 
=8ae 
1.0+1.2 
1.4 
-1.0 4026.0 
-t027.4 
2.08 -1.0 -1.4 
-4&, =4&. -lao 
1.0-1.2 
-1.2 
3.6 
~.94 3.6 
=41>, =4b. 
starting from the initial time of observations only by 50 minutes ; and the lunar day may be 
and the period of the fundamental wave is approJjmetcd to 25 hours. The variations 
24 hours (the solar day). The curve represent- ofticle duriJIa the period of a lunar day (25hts) , 
ing the equation is shown in Fig. 1. The three are subjected to the 8-ordinate scheme. The 
waves (hanooniQl) and their aum as dcteonined tide IeYeI. l'CIIdings corresponding to the 24th 
J )( ()OUr .. v ... I 1010 
1009 
e nw ... _H'..,.II_' .. -.. .. _; 
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• 1008 
1007 
1006 
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PiI- I. The baromotric pnuure variations (mb) 0_. soIu day (24 bn). 
by the 8-ordiDate adwno for the dlosr:n e:samplc 
of observations of variations of barometric 
pressure are ilhutrated in Fig. 2. 
111u.rtlation B 
The hourly tidal obtenations at ('«.bin 
Port for the 29th day of February 1980· are 
tab:n from the recorda (Fig. 3). The lunar 
day (24.84 hr) and the solar day (24 hr) di&tt 
hour on 28th day of February 1980 and that 
correspondiaa to the 1st hour on 1st Man::h 
1980 constitute respectively the values of tide 
at t = () and at t = 25 hrs. The sdw:me is 
thus, 
x~ 0 45 90 135 180 22S 210 31S 
yr em 102.0 U.5 64.2 71.582.0 51.0 .1.7 N.O 
46 
102.0 83.5 
82.0 51.0 
i Sum 184.0 134.5 
j Dilf. 20.0 32.5 
184.0 134.5 
105.9 161.5 
k 289.9 296.0 
1 78.1 -27.0 
R.ead Table 5. 
Therefore. 
64.2 
41.7 
105.9 
22.5 
20.0 
22.5 
Sum m 42.5 
Diff. n -2.5 
A. V. S. MURTY 
77.5 
84.0 
161.5 
-6.5 
32.5 
-6.5 
26.0 
39.0 
Hence the equation connecting the tide level 
with time of the lunar day is 
y = 73.24 + 11.83 cos x + 19.53 cos 2 x 
-0.76 cos 4 x + 10.18 sin x - 6.75 sin 2x 
a. = 73.24 • a, = 11.83. lis = 19.53 
a. = -0.76 • ~ = 10.18. b. = -6.75 
where y = tide level (em) and x = 2.,. 2~ 
where t is in hours and 25 hr period is the 
lunar day which is treated as the period of 
the fundamental wave (first harmonic). The 
computed values of tidal variations in the day 
are plotted in Fig. 3 in the background o~ 
observed values. 
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Fig. 2. The harmonic components and their sum of the barometric pressure over 80- 1006.68 mb. 
TABU S. OHffil:/boJ, 01 tUkJ .ariatiotu ou, Q IUIIllT day 
Multiplier 
0.5 41.S-2.S 4l.5+l.5 
! 
0.1 39.0 26.0 I , 
1 289.9+2.96.0 ?S.1 2S9.9-2.96.0 
I 
-21.0 I 
. 
5S5.9 41J 1S.1 -6.1 40.1 -27.0 I 
=8ao =48, =44. =S .. =41>, =4b. 
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UDder the third uampJe, the lowest low 
tides oorreapnndiDa to eadl day are picbd 
up trOJll the hourly obecrvaticma or tides at 
Cochin duriD& the month of Mard1 1980. As 
a 11mII' mcmth refers to a complete cycle, a 
twcIDt}'-ei1ht day period is chOlllll. In order 
to ffatt the ,.dol ftClIIl the wry ..... i .. C1l 
tile JDCBIth, • loWIIt low tide jIlL,,",) " 
P""""'iDI** 'IOL!!. the Iaat day otFebl .. , 
'80 is p i,'I ...... with its m. of 
0CCIIl'I'IIaCI. ". ...... refers to the pomt 
mart.od CIa the JII:IIIIII (Pia. 4) iD the l1li, Ii .. 
side of tile I j. F ii" 
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In this 0DIDpie. the fimdanvmtal period 
would be 28 days and x in dcgrccs is equal 
to 2'1/' ~ wbcre t is in days and t = 0 refers 
to the mid night of 29th February/1st March 
1980. It may be noted ~ every 3.5 days 
make 4SO in dividing the 28 da~' length of time 
into eight equal parts. Now, . . 
x: 0 4S 90 13S 180 ~ 270 315 
'I. em. 38.7 43.0 36.0 28.0 37.7 Jl,.o 25.5.40.0 
38.7 43.0 36.0" 28.0 
37.7 30.0 25.S 40.0 
i Sum 76.4 73.0 -- 61.S 68".0 
j DiI". 1.0 13.0 10.S -12.0 
76.4 n.o 1.0 13.0 
61.S 68.0 100S -12.0 
It 137.9 141.0 S~ m U.5 1.0 
1 . 14.9 S. Di1I". n -9.S . Z.Q 
Read Table. fI cl 
.' 
wbcre 'I = lawnt low ti4e ' (em) of the day, 
x· = 2.,. 2~ where t is in Jays of the lunar 
Pionth which is 28 d&ys. 
Tho observed aa'd the computed values of the 
lowest low tide ,variations over the lunar month 
are prescbtictm' Fig. 4. , 
coNCLUSi>"Ns 
The 8-<>rdinate scheme presented here is 
as simple as the Runge's &;ordinate scheme. 
The former incorporates the fourth harmooic 
instead of'tIIO-th{rd. - the present scbelDli is 
hady when one has to deal with the system 
of variations which.ue expected to be 'casc:&dc' 
in their resolvod periodicities. 
It is clear from tho figures (1, 3 and 4) of 
the cited aamples that there is a close asrec-
ment between tho obaervod and comf~ 
Continue lett column. . 
T-.. 6. ~DltIdaI'NIrlatIDta_,,'--* 
Multiplier 
0.5 11.5-9.5 
0.7 25.0 
1 137.9+141.0 
~ 18.5 
-~ ...... 
Tho values of the six coc1Bcients &rC' 
.0 = 34.862; Is =0 4.625; b,. = 2.8 
~ 
as =0 3.725 ; lit = 1.25 ; a. = ~.388 
'lbemfore, the ~on is 
"I = 34.862 + 4.625 cos x + 2.8 sin x 
+ 3.725 COl 21 + 1.25 sin h -0.388 cos 4x. 
. . 
/. 
I 
11.5+9.5 I 
• 
10 
1 • 
1.0 I , 
14.9 137.9-141.0' 5 
14.9 -3.1 11.2 5 
....... -sa. -411> . =<4b, 
sets of variations (ordinates). TIc nearer 
the system of variations to the ~ type, 
the closer would be the agr~t tween the 
ob8crwld and the qomputed total iations, 
as it is cIcar from the lint ·two ~plcs. In 
the C&IID of the third example tie influenoc 
of tbo.. so • . ti. during the; 2I-day lunar 
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A SIMPLE METIIOD OF REPRESENTING DIEL VARIATIONS OF A 
PARAMETER IN TIlE FORM OF DIURNAL, SFMIDIuaNAL 
AND QUARTERDIURNAL WAVES 
A. V. S. MURTY 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin 682031. 
The observations on a fluctuatin, parameter over a diel period of 24 b 
are transformed into three cascade waves, oamely the diurnal wave, .. midiumal 
wave and quarterdiuroal wave, wbich oocillale over the steady (mean) value of 
the parameter. Such a transformation of the varying parameter is elfected by a 
very simple analytical method based on the cboice of sixteen ordinal.. of the 
paramder equidistandy placed in the did period. 
brrRClDUCTIOH 
It is ironical that Fou£ier analysis (harmonics), which is the IIlOIIt uaeful 
analytical tool even in the modem computer analysis of time-series data, was 
discarded by the jury for its publication in a French journal on the ground that 
the paper lacks in rigorous proofs (Salvadori 1948). Later, based on the same 
Fourier analys~, many scientists developed simple analytical schemes to bring 
out time-series data in the form of harmonics. Among them, Runge's scheme6 
of 6, 12 or 24 ordinates are very famous (Runge 1902, 1905, Salvadori 1948). 
The ~dinate Runge Scheme resolves the data into the lst, 2nd and the 3rd 
harmonics over the steady (mean) value of the parameter over a period of 
fundamental or primary period. The 12-ordinate Runge Scheme presents the 
six harmonics from the 1st to the 6th in serial order. In a similar way, the 
24-0rdinate Runge Scheme gives all the harmonics up to the 12th one. There 
is no elimination of any harmonics in between the first and the last in each of 
the schemes developed by Runge. 
Diel observations at regular intervals made over a period of 24 h of a 
fluctuating parameter in various fields, including oceanography and marine bio-
logy, can be expressed in the form of waves by adopting harmonic analysis. 
However, it is laborious to adopt harmonic analysis if our aim is ooly to drive 
the data to the point of diurnal, semidiurna1 and quarterdiurnal wave forms 
(cascade waves). A reasonbly accurate but simple method is described here 
to sort out the data into such wave fOlllls. The eight-ocdinate scheme developed 
earlier (Murty 1978) though directly deals with such wave forms, the quarter-
diurnal wave emerging out of the scheme is limited in its accuracy a6 it 
contains only the cosine factor, while the other waves are fully expressed by 
..... 
MURTY 
Therefore 
Y _ ao -:- u, cos (2; I) -L b, sin C; I) 
(
1 1< t) 
+u,cos 2 T - b, sin 2 C ; I) 
..L a. cos 4 C ~ t) + b. si n 4 C ; I) 
ExAMPLE 
The 24-hour observations of the phytoplankton cell counts (in lakhs I 
litre of sea water) made in the mudbank waters at AUeppey at 2-h interval, 
starting from 1800 hrs (Indian Standard Time) on 16th August 1975 and com-
pleting th~ cycle by 1800 hrs the next day (Mathew et al 1984) are treated for 
the wave analysis here. The observed values are presented in Fig. 1 from which 
the 16 ordinateS in the required sequence are 
y. y, Y2 yJ y. y, y. Y7 
2.3 \.9 \.9 2.1 1.9 4.0 :;.2 5.0 
Y' y. YIO y" YI:! YIJ YI. YI~ 
3.2 2.0 2.0 2.3 2.1 3.2 2.8 2.1 
. ,0 
:: 5 '5 • 
• c 
.. ' -0 
~ 
.,' 
~ 4·0 
• 
• VB 
:: ] -0 
• v 
· < 
• I / • • 
';.10 I c 
• 0 " 
0> .. os 0 , • 
, 
• • • 
, 
• • 
,. 
" 
.. 
0 
.. 20 •• •• O • 04 00 01 10 12 I. I< .. 
• • 
, , 
• I • • • • 0 , 
FIG. I. Diurnal variation. of phytoplankton cell count. (Circles: observed value.; triangles : 
values from l6-0rdinate ocbeme. The arrows along the .-axis indicate the loca-
tion of the sixteen ordinates. The numbers above the arrows "'fer to the IUC-
cesoive number of the l6-0rdinateo) , 
METHOD OF REPRESEN1'IMi DlEL VAIllATIONS 
AnangiDg the ordinates iii iDdic • .,~. we have 
2.3 1.9 1.9 2.1 1.9 4.0 
2.1 2.8 3.2 2.1 2.3 
P 2.3 4.0 4.7 5.3 4.0 6.3 
q ~.2 ~.9 -1.1 ~.2 1.7 
Rearranging p IIIId q series 
2.3 4.0 
3.2 7.0 
r 5.5 11.0 
s ~.9 -3.0 
4.7 
7.2 
11.9 
-2.5 
5.3 4.0 
6.3 
11.6 4.0 
-1.0 
and r series. 
5.5 11.0 11.9 
4.0 11.6 
v 9.5 22.6 11.9 
w 1.5 ~.6 
The conespooding tabulation is: 
Multi-
pm 
Ftom tile nehe tahle, 
-1.0 
~.2 
3.0 
t 2.8 
u -3.2 
2.8 
5.2 
2.0 
7.2 
3.2 
~.9 
3.2 
2.3 
4.1 
5.0 
2.0 
7.0 
3.0 
-1.1 
1.7 
0.6 
-2.8 
0.38 
0.71 -2.5 ~.6 2.3 -3.2-2.8 
0.92 -3.0 
93 
3.2 
3.2 
~.2 
~.2 
1 9.5 + 22.6 + J 1.9 ~.9 
0.6 
1.5 9.5-11.9 ~.2 
-4.1 -3.2 +28 
Sum of 
column lliao 8a, 
from the sbove table 
ao = 2.75. a, = -0.73, 
b , = 0.38, 
8b, 
82 = 0.13, a. - -0.30 
b2 - -1.26, .,. = -0.05 
8bo 8b. 
Therefore y. the cell counts (Iakhs I litre) at the time t (hIs) of the solar day 
of 24 h (T), is given by 
94 MUIlTY 
y = 2.75 -0.73 cos e ; t) + 0.38 sin C 2~ t) 
+ 0.13 cos 2 C ; t) 
- 0.30 cos 4 e; I) 
-1.26 sin 2 2 e 2~ t) 
-0.05 sin 4 C 2~ I) 
Fig. 2 represents the three cascade waves. The zero value of the wave amplitude 
refers 10 2.75 (lakhsllitre) = ao, (the steady value of the plankton count). 
The amplitudes of the diurnal, semidiurnal and quarterdiurnal waves are 0.82, 
1.27 and 0.30 respectiYely. The semidiurnal ... ave is predominantly large. Its 
amplitude is twice that of diurnal wave. T1K. quarterdiurnal wave is only 
about one-fourth of semidiurnal wave. 
2' 
20 
;;: 
• 
, 
• ~ 
• ' · 0 
• ; -10 
• 
.., . 
o 02 04 06 01 10 12 14 II 18 20 22 24 
hour ot 'h. doy 
FIG. 2. DieI variations transformed into cascade waves. (a-diurnal wave; b . semidiurnal 
wave; c - quarter-<iiumal wave; d - sum of the waves. The zeroline refen to aO 
= 2.7$ lathsl!.). 
CONCLUSION 
In case the cycle io; referred to a lunar day (24.84 h), which is approxi-
mately 25 h, T stands for 25 h period which is to be divided into 16 intervals 
starting from ()() hrs and the corresponding 16 ordinates are 10 be chosen. The 
method ,is not limited to the daily variations alone. It can be extended to all 
cascade type of rhythmic variations of any parameter. The analysis contemplates 
the first, the second and the fourth harmonics as they are the only harmonics 
in the diurnal, semidiumal and quarter-diurnal variations in a complete eycle 
of a day. However, the coefficients a, and b, corresponding 10 the third har-
monic can also be obtained from the same pr«:edure. Two additional columns 
are required for a3 and b, in the final table. One of the two additional columus 
METHOD OF IlEPUSENTlMO IlIJ!L VAlUATIONS 95 
should contain SI. --52. -53 and so from top to bottom for Sal and tile IICCOIId 
additional colnmn should contain -h, t" rio and -to from top to bottom for 
Sb.. Henceforth aJ and b. can also be evaluated corresponding to tile third 
harmonic. 
Thus, the data on ecological aspects and the behavioural and physio-
logical aspects of marine plants and animals could be studied for their rhythmi-
city. Juxtaposing such rhythmic studies may lead to prediction systems of 
marine plants and animals based on the environmental behaviour. 
However, the condition of absence of higher hannonics than the higbest 
selected depends upon the intrinsic behaviour of the biological data involved. 
Therefore caution may be exercised in choosing the scheme for ~ries 8IIIl-
lysis. The Rnnge's schemes or the present ODe can analyse data pertaining to a 
mogle fundamental period only. If a nUlllbec of successive fnndamental periods 
are involved in the data, none of the schemes is helpful, nn1ess a mean picture 
of variations of the parameter over a fnndamental period is prepared by stati-
stical means before adopting onc of the schemes for obtaining wave patterns 
from the data. 
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32 - ORDINATE SCHEME OF ANALYSIS FOR CASCADE WAVES 
FROM TIME SERIES DATA* 
A.V.S. MURTY 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin 
ABSTRACT 
Diurnal, semidiurnal and quarterdiurnal variations 
(Cascade waves) are noticed not only in biological systems 
but also in environmental conditions like the barometric 
pressure and tide level changes etc. Quantitative studies of 
such variations require special type of harmonic analysis 
upto the fourth harmonic but excluding the third harmonic. A 
32-ordinate 
analysis. 
activity in 
scheme is formulated for quick results of 
The scheme is applied in rhythm studies of 
DNA synthe9is, as an example. The 
such 
cell 
scheme 
provides an accurate and lucid means for analysis of cascade 
waves from time series data. 
Foot note: * Presented at 
Chromobiology 
the National Symposium on 
held at Department of Studies 
in Zoology, Karnataka University, Dharwad, in 
March, 1989. 
2 
Introduction 
Based on harmonic analysis (Fourier Series), Runge 
(1902, 1905) formulated simple analytical schemes for 
obtaining serially the first 3, 6 or 12 waves, without 
excluding any wave in each set. But, we come across cascade 
variations, especially in case of variables controlled by 
sun. In such cases, we need to determine the fourth harmonic 
(the wave period being one-fourth of that of the primary 
wave) together with the second harmonic (the wave period 
being one-half of that of the primary wave) and the primary 
wave ie. upto the fourth harmonic except the third one. Such 
cascade system of waves was analysed from time series data 
by a selection of 8-ordinates equidistantly placed along the 
time axis, starting from t=O (Murty, 1978). The 8-ordinate 
scheme is defective in the sense that the sine factor of the 
last wave (with wave period one-fourth of the primary period 
ie. with frequency 4) is absent in it. This is the case with 
any scheme (including the Runge schemes) with respect to the 
wave number which coincides with a half of the number of 
ordinates at choice, as it corresponds to the integral 
multiple of the angle" the sine value of which is therefore 
zero. The method was improved later by selecting 16-
ordinates (Murty, 1987). The more the number of ordinates 
involved in the analysis, the better would be the accurary of 
the results. Therefore, 32-ordinate scheme is evolved to 
transform the variations of a parameter over a time of 
3 
primary period into cascade waves of four periods. An 
example is worked out by making use of the scheme in rhythm 
studies of cell activity in DNA synthesis. 
32-ordinate scheme 
In this scheme, the primary period T is divided into 
32 equal parts and the corresponding 32 ordinates starting 
from the ordinate when time, t, is zero are taken into 
consideration for analysis. Treating the complete cycle of 
the primary wave as 2~ radians, the sine and cosine terms 
of all the angles involved in this division each reduce in 
magnitude to one of the values of 0, 0.195, 0.38, 0.56, 0.71, 
0.83, 0.92, 0.98 or 1. 
Let 
where the 
the ordinates be Y , 
o 
suffix refers to 
Arrange the ordinates as 
Y , 
1 
the 
Y, •••• , Y and Y 
2 30 31 
sequence of ~dinates. 
p Sum 
q Diff. 
r 
s 
Yo Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Ya 
Y31 Y30 Y29 Y2a Y27 Y26 Y25 Y24 
Po P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 Pa 
q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 qa 
Rearrange p and q series as 
Po P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 Pa 
P16 P15 P14 P13 P12 P11 P10 P9 
Y9 
Y23 
P9 
q9 
Y10 Y11 Y12 Y13 Y14 Y15 Y16 
Y22 Y21 Y20 Y19 Y1a Y17 
P10 P11 P12 P13 P14 P15 P16 
q10 q11 q12 q13 q14 q15 
q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 qa 
q15 q14 q13 q12 q11 q10q 9 
v 
W 
Rearrange rand u series as 
ro r 1 r 2 r) r 4 
ra r7 r6 rS 
Vo v 1 v 2 v3 v 4 
Wo w1 w2 w3 
and v series as 
m Sum 
n Diff. 
Sum 
Diff 
Vo v 1 v 2 
v 4 v3 
mO m1 m2 
nO n 1 
k k1 k2 k3 k4 
1 11 12 13 
The results are finally tabulated as 
Multi-
plier 
6 
-------------------------------------------------------------
0.195 s t 
7 1 
0.38 s w t k 
6 3 2 1 
0.56 s t 
5 3 
0.71 s w n t k 1 +1 
4 2 1 4 2 1 3 
0.83 s t 
3 5 
0.92 s w t k 
2 1 6 3 
0.98 s t 
1 7 
1 m +m +m s w n t k 1 
0 1 2 0 0 0 8 4 2 
-------------------------------------------------------------
Sum of 
column 
a, a I 
1 2 
32a 
o 
16a 
1 
16a 
2 
16a 16b 
4 1 
16b 
2 
16b 
4 
As indicated in the above table the coafficients 
a, b, band b are determined to frame 
4 1 2 4 
cascade waves upto the fourth order period. 
a , 
o 
the 
With the aid of the coefficients, the function of 
variable parameter y at any time t is given by 
y = aO + a, cos (2 1f t) + a2 cos 2 (2 7r t) 
T T 
+ 24 cos 4 (2 rr t) + b1 sin (2 7T t) T T 
+ b 2 sin 2(2 7T t) + b 4 sin 4(2 Trt) T T 
a 1 cos 
period 
(2 1T t) 
T 
is T, 
+ b1 sin (~) is T 
a 2 cos 2 (~) + T 
7 
the primary wave whose 
b 2 sin 2 (2 1T t) is the T 
secondary wave (second harmonic) whose period is T and ~ 
a 4 cos 4 (2 7T t) + b 4 sin 4 (2 7f t) is the quarter - period wave T T 
(fourth harmonic). The four cascade waves ride over the 
steady value (aO) of the parameter with appropriate phase 
angles. The amplitudes of the respective waves are given by 
b 2 
2 
Worked out example 
The 32-ordinate scheme is applied to circadian 
rhythms in the number of living cells involved in DNA 
synthesis, as observed by Nieto et al (1987) in their 
experiment in cell proliferation activity of goldfish 
intestine. The number of such cell counts per fold section 
were pertaining to 24 hour at interval of 1 h (Fig. 1). The 
cycle is complete by 24 hie. the cell count for 0 hand 24 h 
is the same. If not so, the mean value for both the hours is 
to be considered to represent 0 h or 24 h value. The 
observed values are plotted on a graph sheet and the points 
are joined in sequence by straight lines in order to make it 
convenient to choose the 32 ordinates at appropriate 
intervals of time. In the present case the 24 h divided by 
32 gives 0.75 h. Therefore the required ordinates are spaced 
at intervals of 0.75 h and we have to start counting the 
8 
ordinates from that corresponding to starting time (t.Oh). 
The required ordinates obtained from the graph are as 
follows: 
10.8 12.9 13.4 11.7 7.1 10.5 11.1 9.8 7.3 
4.0 1.8 1 .4 2.4 1.3 · 0.9 1 .5 3.2 2.7 
4.0 5.5 5.8 6.8 6.9 7.2 9.6 13.0 
14.9 15.7 15.1 13.2 12.0 11 .3 
Arrange the ordinates as 
• 
10.8 12.9 13.4 11.7 7.1 10.5 11 .1 9.8 7.3 4.0 1 .8 1.4 2 .4 1.3 0.9 1.5 3.2 
11. 3 12.0 13.2 15.1 15.7 14.9 13.0 9.6 7.2 6.9 6.8 5.8 5 . 5 4.0 2.7 
P 10.8 24.2 25 .4 24.9 22 . 2 26.2 26.0 22 .8 16.9 11. 2 8.7 8.2 8 . 2 6 .8 4.9 4.2 3.2 
q 1.6 1 .4 -1.5 -8.0 -5 .2 -3 .8 -3.2 -2.3 -3.2 -5.1 -5.4 -3 .3 -4.2 -3 .1 -1 . 2 
Rearrange p series as 
10.8 24.2 25.4 24.9 22.2 26.2 26 .0 22.8 16.9 
3.2 4 2 4.9 6.8 8.2 8.2 8.7 11 .2 
r 14.0 28.4 30 . 3 31.7 30.4 34.4 34 .7 34 .0 16.9 
s 7.6 20.0 20.5 18.1 13.9 18.0 17.3 11.6 
and q series as 
1.6 1.4 -1.5 -8.0 -5.2 -3.8 - 3.2 -2.3 
-1.2 -3.1 -4 .2 -3.3 -5 .4 -5.1 -3 .2 
t 0.4 -1.6 -5.7 -11.3 -10.6 -8.9 -6 .4 -2.3 
u 2 .8 4.5 2.7 -4.6 0.2 1 .3 0 
Rearrange r series as 
14.0 28.4 30.3 31.7 30.4 
16.9 34.0 34 .7 34.4 
v 30.9 62.4 65.0 66.1 30.4 
w -2 .9 -5 .6 -4 .3 -2 .7 
Rearrange u and v series as 
2 .8 4.5 2.7 -4.6 30.9 62.4 65.0 
0 1.3 0.2 30.4 66.1 
k 2.8 5.8 2.9 . -4 .6 m 61 . 3 128.5 65.0 
· 1 2 .8 3.2 2.5 n 0.4 -3 .7 
Multi-
plier 
0.195 
0.38 
0.56 
0.71 
0.83 
0.92 
0.98 
1 
10 
The results are finally tabulated as 
11.6 0.4 
17.3 -2.7 -1.6 2.8 
18.0 -5.7 
13.9 -4.3 -3.7 -11 .3 5.8 2.8+2.5 
18.1 -10.6 
20.5 -5.6 -8.9 2.9 
20.0 -6.4 
61.3+128.5 7.6 -2.9 0.45 -2.3 -4.6 3.2 
+65.0 
----------------- - ------------ -- ------ - ------ - ----------- - -- -
Sum of 
column 
254.8 
32aO 
89.87 -12.13 -2.18 -37.30 +3.25 6.96 
16b4 
a O = 8, a1 = 5.62, a 2 = -0.76, a 4 = -0.14, 
b1 = -2.33, b2 = 0.20, b 4 = 0.44 
Therefore, the cell proliferation, y as a time function 
is given by 
y = 8 + 5.62 cos 2rrt -0.76 cos 2 2~t -0.14 cos 4 2rrt 
24 24 24 
-2.33 sin 27ft +0.20 sin 2 2TTt +0.44 sin 4 27rt 
24 24 24 
where t is the hour of the day. The value acf. =8) 
is the average number of cells actively involved in DNA 
synthesis during the 24 h period, where as y gives the number 
of such cells at any instant t (h) of the day. 
" 
The observed number of cells per fold section 
involved in DNA synthesis in 24 h period and the sum of 
the three oscillations (diurnal, semidiurnal and quarter-
diurnal waves) in their number together with ~he steady 
value (of the number of such cells) as determined by the 
32-ordinate scheme are picturised in Fig. , and the cascade 
wave forms in Fig. 2. There is a good agreement between 
the observed and the scheme-determined value of the cell 
counts. 
Calculations show that the amplitudes of the diurnal, 
semidiurnal and quarterdiurnal waves ie A" A2 and A4 are 
about 6.', 0.8 and 0.5 respectively. The quarterdiurnal 
wave is the least. While the semidiurnal wave is just one 
and a half times large to the quarterdiurnal wave, the 
diurnal wave is twelve times large. Therefore, the diurnal 
wave is the most predominent variation of all the three. 
Concluding remarks 
If the observed values are very haphazard, the 
32-ordinate scheme is very useful as it takes enormous number 
of ordinates into analysis. In case the cyclic variation 
is referred to a lunar day (24.84) which is approximately 
25 hrs, T stands for 25 h period which is to be divided 
into 32 equal intervals. The scheme is not limited to the 
daily variations of environmental parameters. It is 
applicable to any cascade type of rhythmic variations of 
any parameter. 
12 
It looks apparently odd to think of simple analytical 
designs, when the software computer technology is fast 
developing in the world. Nevertheless, simple schemes, 
as the present ones, find their usefulness in places where 
such advanced technological tools are not easily available. 
Moreover, it is not required to go to a computer, when the 
data to be handled are not voluminous. 
Such simplified solutions obtained from the schemes 
may perhaps find their value in formulating simple prediction 
systems, especially when dealing with the daily variations 
of periodic functions. It may be concluded by quoting 
Prof. Naylor of the University of Liverpool (Naylor and 
Hartnoll, 1978) that juxtaposing the behavioural and 
physiological rhythms of marine plants and animals together 
wi th the ecological aspects of rhythmicity, would enhance 
the development of rhythm studies as a growth point in 
biological sciences. 
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LEGEND TO FIGURES 
Fig. 1. Number of cells actively involved in DNA synthesis, 
of goldfish intestine. 
a. - observed number of cells per fold section involved 
in DNA synthesis at different hours in a day. 
(From Nieto, Alvarez, Hacar and Alarcon. 1987). 
b. - Number of cells theoretically determined by the 
32-ordinate scheme. 
Fig. 2. The dial (cascade) wave forms of active cells. 
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A METHOD OF CORRECTION FOR DIEL EFFECTS ON 
OBSERVATIONS, IN ASSESSING THE ANNUAL 
VARIATIONS OF A PARAMETER* 
A.V.S. MURTY 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin 
ABSTRACT 
, 
The ship-survey data, especially those controlled 
by solar heating during day and nocturnal cooling during 
night, necessitate diel corrections in their observed values 
for accurate seasonal variations. Based on harmonic 
analysis, an analytic method is envisaged and worked out 
for seasono-diel variations applicable for assessing more 
accurately the 
Indian region. 
annual variations of a parameter in the 
Introduction 
and 
by 
Certain parameters in 
marine biology, especially 
oceanography, 
those which 
solar radiation and nocturnal cooling, 
meteorology 
are governed 
like the sea 
Foot note: * Presented at the Symposium on Tropical Marine 
Living Resources at Cochin organised by the 
Marine Biological Association of India, in 
January, '988. 
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surface temperature, barometric pressure and so on exhibit 
clearly systematic variations in a day (diel variations) 
superimposed on their seasonal variations. As practised 
by India Meteorological Department, if observations are 
made in a fixed hour of the day, it is easy to get the mean 
value of the parameter for the month and henceforth its 
seasonal (month to month) variations. However, such monthly 
mean value does not take care of the entire diurnal 
variations. Information based on ship-survey is much more 
restricted from the synoptic point of view, as it is 
impossible to visit a particular station or region always 
at a particular hour of the day in the regular surveys by 
e. 
research vessels. It is inritable to involve different 
hours of the day in such data of observations over a year. 
The effect of diurnal oscillations on the observed 
seasonal variations may be visualised as aud .o waves carried 
by radio waves or as ripples over swell waves. As the curve 
of seasonal variations of the parameter proceeds from month 
to month in its annual march, the diurnal oscillations bring 
changes in the actual observations made. Therefore 
observations conducted at different times of the day require 
correction for the study of their seasonal variations, the 
amount of correction being dependent upon the actual time 
(hr) of observing the parameter. 
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The Technique of correction for diel oscillations 
Let a parameter Y in a month T be represented by 
YT (monthly mean) in its annual march and Yt the diel 
fluctuation value at the hour t of the day and YT't the 
actual observation at the hour t in the same month T. Then, 
YT, t = YT + Yt or 
YT,t - Yt = YT (1) 
Therefore -Yt is the required diel correction to be applied 
to the actual observation YT, t in order to get the annual 
march YT of the parameter Y. 
YT is constant for a given value of T and Yt 
oscillates on YT with a duration of 24 hrs. The mean diel 
cycle for each month is prepared by pooling up the data 
of the month taken at different hours. Of all the diel 
osc ... llations, the diurnal and semidiurnal waves 
important. Therefore, eq. 1 can be represented as 
27ft 
cos P 
24 
b . vrt) p Sl.n p -- = 
24 
are 
Y -- (:oj 
T 
where a and b are harmonic coefficients. Over 24 hrs, the 
diel oscillations will get nullified. It is therefore clear 
that 
= _1 2 
24 teO 
(3 ) 
which is the mean value of YT,t for the 24 hrs of the day. 
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16-ordinate scheme for diel variations 
The hour-wise mean value of the parameter for 24 
hrs is prepared for each month by pooling up the available 
data of observations of the parameter for the month. The 
primary period (24 hr) is divided into 16 equal parts 
starting from t = 0 (mid night) and the corresponding 
16 ordinates are chosen. Let the ordinates in the order 
be YO' Y1 , Y2 , ........ , Y14 and Y,S' As the 16-ordinate 
scheme brings out the diurnal wave and semidiurnal wave 
effectively from the diel variations, it is the best suited 
for treatment of the diel variations (Murty, 19S7). The 
scheme is as follows: 
Sum 
Diff. 
Arrange the Y series as 
Yo Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 YS Y6 Y7 YS 
Y,S Y14 Y13 Y12 Y" Y,O Y9 
Po P, P2 P3 P4 Ps P6 P7 Ps 
q, q2 q3 q4 qs q6 q7 
Rearrange p and q series as 
Po P, P2 P3 P4 
P
s 
P7 P6 Ps 
ro r, r 2 r3 r 4 
So s, 52 53 
Sum 
Diff. 
5 
and the r series as 
rO r, r 2 
r 4 r3 
Sum vo v, v 2 
Diff. wo w, 
Tabulate the results as follows: 
TABLE ,. Summary of coefficients for diel variations 
Multi-
plier 
-------------------------------------------------------------
0.383 s3 
0.707 s2 
0.924 s, 
, So 
Sum = 8a, 
-------------------------------------------------------------
If each set of the diurnal waves and semidiurnal 
waves for the twelve months of the year show reasonable 
closeness in their respective amplitudes and phases which 
factor could be determined by the closeness of each of the 
corresponding coefficients a" a 2 , b, and b 2 for the twelve 
months, then the diel correction for the entire year can 
be represented by a single expression. In case there is 
significant disparity in the values of the diel coefficients 
from month to month, it is required to consider the diel 
oscillation for each month or at least for each season. 
In either case, the parameter YT,t observed at time t (hr) 
6 
in the month T would become, after diel correction, YT as 
expressed by equation 2. 
Seasonal variations 
As YT is the mean value of the parameter for the 
month, its variations from month to month are cons~dered 
for the study of seasonal variations of the parameter. 
From the climatic view-point of the waters around India, 
the period of the year may be broadly divided into three 
main seasons, namely, the monsoon season from June to 
September, the winter season from October to January followed 
by the hot-weather season from ' February to May. The annual 
variations of YT may be represented by the first three 
harmonics which are determinable from the variations of 
YT during the year. 
YT = AO + t.. A cos n 27T'T 3L B sin n 211't ( 4) + 12 n '2 n n = , n = , 
where A, , A2 , A3, B, , B2 and B3 are coefficients of 
harmonics. T is in months (T s 0 or '2 refers to December 
so that the digital counting of months follows the 
conventional rule). 
1 ' , 
AO = t2 E.. YT (5) T:o 
which is the annual mean of YT for the 12 months of the 
year. 
7 
'2-ordinate scheme for seasonal variations 
The '2 values of YT, each representing a particular 
month of the year, constitute the '2 ordinates required 
for the scheme to express the seasonal variations in the 
form of the first three harmonics. 
Sum 
DUf. 
Arrange the twelve YT values as 
Diff. 
Sum 
DUf. 
Yo Y, Y2 Y3 Y4 Ys 
Y6 Y7 Ya Y9 Y,o Y" 
Po P, P2 P3 P4 Ps 
qo q, q2 q3 q4 qs 
Arrange p series as 
Po P, P2 
P3 P4 Ps 
rO r, r 2 
Arrange q series as 
qo q, q2 
q3 q4 qs 
Rearrange r, B and t Beries aB 
rO r 1 BO B1 to t1 
r 2 B2 t2 
Sum u
o 
u1 wo w1 mO m1 
Diff. v1 11 n1 
Arrange the terms in the following table: 
TABLE 2. Summary of coefficients for Beasona1 variations 
Multi-
plier 
0.5 
0.865 
1 
-11 +m1 
11 +m1 
wO+mO 
v1 w1 +n1 
w1-n1 u1 
uo 
wO+mO+11-m1 wO-mO w1+n1 -wO+mO 
8 
------------------ - ------------------------------------------Sum = 12A1 6A2 12A3 12B1 6B2 12B3 
From '.;he above table and from eq. 5, the values 
of the harmonic coefficients A1 , A2 , A3 , B1 ,\.B3 and AO 
required for eq. 4 are determined. 
The total seasono-diel effects on the observed 
parameter can be rewritten, by combining eq. 2 and 4 as, 
YT t-[a1 cos(2rrt) + a 2 cos 2(2rrt) + b1Si~(2nt)+b2sin2(2"t)] 
, 24 24 24 24 
2rrT 2rrT 2rrT 
= AO + A1 cos (----) + A2 cos 2(----) + A3 cos 3(----) 
12 12 12 
+ B1 sin(2"T) + B2 sin 2(2rrT) + B3 sin 3(2rrT) (6) 
12 12 12 
9 
Example 
To cite as an example, data on surface temperature 
(oF) of the nearshore waters at Waltair for the period from 
February 1960 to January 1961 from a Ph.D. thesis (Murty, 
1965) are utilised here, a,s the coverage of the same in 
terms of diurnal cycles was excellent. One hundred and 
fifteen diel cycles in all, with not less than five diel 
cycles in any month were covered in those observations which 
were taken at alternate hours of the day starting from 07 
hrs and ending by 07 hrs the next day in each cycle. As 
the initial and final readings of each diel cycle are clubbed 
'together, their mean value is treated to represent the value 
at 07 hrs. The mean diel cycle is prepared for each month. 
Taking the mean diel cycle for December (0=T=1 2) , 
for example, the 16-ordinate scheme for diel variations 
worked out as described below: 
The ordinates are 
YO Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9 
77.95 77.90 77.70 77.70 77.60 77 .64 78.10 78.62 79.2 79.61 
Y10 Y11 Y12 Y13 Y14 Y15 
79.70 79.25 78.90 78.65 78.50 78.05 
Arranging the ordinates 
77.95 77.90 77.70 77.70 77 .60 77 .64 78.10 78.62 79.2 
78.05 78.50 78.65 78.90 79.25 79.70 79.61 
p 77.95 155.95 156.20 156.35 156.50 156.89 157.80 158.23 79.2 
q -0.15 -0.80 -0.95 -1.30 -1.61 -1.60 -0.99 
Multi-
plier 
0.383 
0.707 
Rearranging p series 
77.95 155.95 156.20 156.35 156.50 
79.20 158.23 157.80 156.89 
r 157.15 314.18 314.00 313.24 156.50 
s -1.25 
m 
n 
v 
w 
-2.28 -1 .60 -0.54 
Rearranging q series 
-0.15 -0.80 -0 .95 -1.30 
-0.99 -1.60 -1.61 
-1.14 -2.40 -2.56 -1.30 
0.84 0.80 0.66 
Rearranging r series 
157.15 
156.50 
313.65 
0.65 
314.18 
313.24 
627.42 
0.94 
314.00 
314.00 
Tabulating the results 
-0 .54 -1.14 
-1.60 0.94 -2.40 0.84+0.66 
0.924 -2.28 -2.56 
1 -1 .25 0.65 -1 .30 0.80 
Sum = -4.6847 1.3146 -5.7989 1.8605 
8a1 8a2 8D1 8b2 
a 1 = -0.586; a 2 = +0.164; b1 = -0.725; b2 = +0.233 
10 
11 
Therefore for December (T=12 or 0), the diel correction 
(-Y
t
) for the observed surface temperature (in of) at any 
hour t of the day is given by 
-Y
t 
= +0.586 cos 27ft - 0.164 cos 2 21ft 
24 24 
+0.725 sin 271" t _ 0.233 sin 2 211" t (7) 
24 24 
Applying the procedure for diurnal and semidiurnal 
waves of the mean die I cycle for each month, the coefficients 
thereby obtained are enlisted in the following table. 
TABLE 3. Coefficients of diel variations in all 
the 12 months 
------------------------------ - ------------------------------
Month a1 a 2 b1 b2 
-------------------------------------------------------------
0/12 -0.586 0.164 -0.725 0.233 
1 -0.532 0.185 -0.817 0.249 
2 -0.749 0.176 -1.171 0.325 
3 -0.962 0.258 -1.286 0.167 
4 -1.143 0.254 -1.511 0.333 
5 -0.741 -0.076 -0.633 0.154 
6 -0.613 0.078 -0.626 -0.144 
7 -0.648 0.323 -0.826 0.231 
8 -0.377 0.191 -0.532 0.206 
9 -0.278 0.163 -0.557 0.305 
10 -0.633 0.221 -0.373 0.091 
11 -0.659 0.320 -0.529 0.165 
The coefficients a1 , a 2 , b1 and b 2 are the required constants 
for each month for estimating the diel fluctuation Yt at 
any hour t of the day in the respective month. 
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The diel fluctuations for the three distinct seasons 
(monsoon, winter and hot weather season) are obtained from 
the mean values of each of the coefficients a1 , a 2 , b1 and 
b2 for the months corresponding to the respective seasons 
from Table 3. 
TABLE 4. Seasonal mean coefficients of diel variations 
coef. 
~~~~~~-------------------------------------------------------
Monsoon 
(June-Sept.) -0.479 +0.189 -0.635 +0.150 
Winter 
(Oct. -Jan. ) -0.603 +0.223 -0.611 +0.185 
Hot weather 
(Feb.-May) -0.899 +0.153 -1. 150 +0.245 
From the values presented in the above table, 
= -0.479 cos2rrt + 0.189 cos 22~t 
24 24 
-0.635 sin 2~t + 0.150 sin 2 2rrt 
24 24 
= -0.603 cos 2rr t + 0.223 cos 2 2 rr t 
24 24 
-0.611 sin 2rr t + 0.185 sin 2 2rrt 
24 24 
= -0.899 cos 2rrt + 0.153 cos 2 2 rr t 
24 24 
-1.150 sin 2 rr t + 0.245 sin 2 2"t 
24 24 
(8a) 
(8b) 
(8c) 
where Yt(m)' Yt(w) and Yt(h) are the amounts of fluctuation 
at hour t in the monsoon, winder and hot weather seasons 
13 
respectively. The diel fluctuation coefficients of the 
table 4 or the equation 8 provide means for diel correction 
in the observed surface temperature (oF) of the nearshore 
waters of Waltair. 
Seasonal variations 
The average of the monthly mean values is 81.297 
("'AO) • Proceeding with 12-ordinate scheme on the monthly 
mean values which are equal to YT values (oF). 
T 
(month) 
YT 
T 
(contd) 
Y (co~td) 
P 
q 
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 
78.4 77.83 79.33 80.65 80.13 81.73 82.52 
7 8 9 10 1 1 
81.79 83.22 84.98 84.37 80.57 
Arranging the 12 Ol:dinates 
78.44 
82.52 
160.96 
-4.08 
r 
77.83 79.33 
81. 79 83.22 
159.62 162.55 
-3.96 -3.89 
80.65 
84.98 
165.63 
-4.33 
Arranging p series 
160.96 159.62 162.55 
165.63 164.50 162.30 
----------------------
-4.67 -4.80 +0.25 
80.13 
84.37 
164.50 
-4.24 
81.73 
80.57 
162.30 
+ 1 .16 
14 
Arranging q series 
-4.08 -3.96 -3.89 
-4.33 -4.24 + 1 .16 
---------------------
s -8.41 -8.20 -2.73 
t +0.25 +0.28 -5.05 
Arranging r series 
-4.67 -4.88 
+0.25 
u -4.67 -4.63 
v -5.13 
Arranging s series 
-8.41 -8.20 
-2.73 
w -8.41 -10.93 
1 - 5.47 
Arranging t series 
+0.25 +0.28 
-5.05 
m +0.25 -4.77 
n +5.33 
The tabular form corresponding to TABLE 2 is 
Multi-
plier 
0.5 5.47-4.77 -5.13 
0.866 -5.47-4.77 
15 
-10.93+5.33 
-10.93-5.33 -4.63 
1 -8.41+0.25 -4.67 -8.41+0.25 - 8.41-0.25 -10.93+5.3 
-5.47+4.77 + 8.41+0.25 
Sum = -16.6778 -7.235 -8.86 -25.5412 -4.0096 +3.06 
from which A1 = -1.390; A2 = -1.206; A3 = -0.738 
B1 = -2.128; B2 = -0.668; B3 = +0.255 
are given by The annual variations (monthly means) 
271" T 
YT = 81.297-1.390 cos-·- -1.206 cos 2 12 
27fT _ 0.738 cos 327fT 
12 12 
- 2.128 sin 27f T -0.668 sin 2 21T T + 0.255 sin 3 31f T (9 ) 
12 12 12 
Assuming ~hat the diel fluctuations are the same 
in each month of the same season, eqs. 8,et,b, c provide 
correction factors (-Yt ) for the observed values (YT,t) 
at the hour t in the month T. 
From eqs 8 and 9, for monsoon months 
YT,t - [-0.479 cos 27ft + 0.189 
24 
cos 2 27ft 
24 
-0.635 sin 21Tt + 0.150 sin 2 
24 
2 7T t ] 
24 
27fT 27fT 
s 81 .297-1.390 cos -1.206 cos 2 -0.738 cos 
12 12 
-2.128 sin 21T T -0.668 sin 2 2ITT + 0.255 sin 32 IT T 
for 
YT,t 
12 12 12 
winter months 
- [-0.603 cos 211"t + 0.223 24 cos 2 
27f t 
24 
= 
-0.611 sin 21T t + 0.185 sin 2 27T t J 
24 24 
81.297-1.390 cos 2IT T -1.206 cos 2 27f T -0.738 
cos 3 2;2T -2.128 sin 2;2T -0.668 sin 2 2;2T 
+0.255 sin 3 211"T 12 
and for hot weather season 
27fT 3--
12 
16 
(1 Oa) 
(1 Ob) 
YT,t -[-0.899 cos 2;4t +0.153 cos 2 2~t -1.150 sin 2;4t 
+0.245 sin 2 27T t ] 24 
= 81.297-1.390 cos 2;2T -1.206 cos 22;2T -0.738 cos 327~ 
2.128 sin 2;2T -0.668 sin 2 2;2T +0.255 sin 3 ~ (10c) 
In order to realise the significance of di el 
corrections, let us consider YT,t for t~01 hr. In this 
case, the diel correction (from eg.1 0) will become +0.336, 
0.414 and +0.826 for monsoon, winter and hot weather seasons 
respectively. The annual march of the concerned parameter 
(surface temperature in OF) for 01 hr before and after 
correction for diel effects and the monthly mean values 
of the parameter are shown in Table 5 for comparison. 
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The closeness of the corrected figures with the 
corresponding monthly mean values (Table ';) indicates that 
the diel correction method is very effective in bringing 
out the seasonal character of variation of the parameter. 
T~BLE 5. Comparison of the annual march of surface 
temperature with the mean 01 hr. observation 
-------------- - ----------------------------------------------
Value of YT,t 
Month for t=01 hr. 
(without 
correction T 
0/12 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
for diel 
effects) 
78.0 
77.3 
78.7 
79.4 
78.9 
81.0 
81.9 
81 .4 
83.0 
84.9 
83.9 
80.1 
Conclusions 
Value of YT,t for 
t=01 hr. with diel 
correction 
(adopting 
the seasonal 
correction) 
78.41 
77.71 
79.52 
80.22 
79.72 
81 .82 
82.23 
81 .73 
83.33 
85.23 
84.31 
80.51 
(adopting 
the monthly 
correction) 
78.45 
77.69 
79.34 
80.23 
79.90 
81 .8 5 
82.55 
81 .78 
83.19 
85.01 
84.34 
80.47 
Monthly 
Mean 
Value 
YT 
78.44 
77.83 
79.33 
80.65 
80.13 
81 .73 
82.52 
81 .79 
83.22 
84.98 
84.37 
80.57 
Eventhough the methodology of diel corrections 
(eq. 2 or 6) is the same for any region, the actual values 
of the coefficients differ from region to region and from 
18 
parameter to parameter. The split-up of seasons is made 
in such a manner, in the example, that season-wise determined 
coefficients are more suited for tropical areas dominated 
by monsoon system. The diel correction coefficients 
evaluated in the example (eq.1 0) are applicable only for 
the surface temperature of the nearshore waters off Waltair 
(Visakhapatnam) . Evidently, the more the number of 
observations with uniform spread over hours and months, 
the more accurate would be the evaluated constants involved 
in the expression of 
parameter in a region. 
seasono-diel variations of a chosen 
• 
It may be said that the expression for seasono-diel 
variations serves a useful purpose for time-series analysis 
of environmental parameters in general and in the field 
of oceanography in particular. It provides a correction 
factor for observations made at different times of the day 
(day and night) in the study of seasonal variations of a 
parameter in a chosen region. Different sets of constants 
are required for different regions with different climatic 
characters. 
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STUDIES ON COASTAL UPWELLING 
AND UPWELLING-RELATED ASPECTS 
2.0. As a result of air-sea interaction, the 
summer monsoons in combination with favourable 
surface currents, overturn the coastal waters. This 
overturning is upwelling. The atmospheric changes 
are felt in the fisheries through the changes in 
water conditions in a chain-reaction. Various means 
are visualized to detect upwelling in the waters off 
the west coast of India • 
. 
2.1. From a study of secular changes, it was 
established by the author that the monsoon 
intensities over a critical value favour the marine 
pelagic fish production along the west coast. Due to 
orographic effects of the Western Ghats, the monsoon 
winds or the corresponding rainfall as measured on 
the land are not suitable to represent the monsoon 
intensity over the sea. A novel way was adopted in 
the paper for expressing the index of monsoon 
intensity. The author took advantage of the Gangetic 
or Tibetan heat low and the spacial isobaric system 
associated with this heat low as centre the formation 
of which is a special characteristic feature of 
monsoons. Under the above conditions, a pressure 
gradient develops along the coast with lowered 
2.2. 
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isobars towards north. The more the pressure 
gradient developed, the more is the intensity of the 
monsoon. Unlike other parameters, the barometric 
pressure which is observed on land is reduced to mean 
sea level allowing us to express the values of the 
parameter from different locations with reference to 
the same standard level (mean sea level), thus 
eliminating the orographic effects on the parameter 
in its final values. Winds crossing the coastline 
are proportional to pressure gradient along the coast 
to represent monsoon intensity over the sea off the 
coastline. 
Coming down from the monsoons to the water 
conditions, the variations of intensity of upwelling 
were taken up. The water conditions were analysed 
treating June-July and December-January as the core 
periods of summer monsoon and winter respectively for 
the west coast waters. From oceanographic point of 
view, we expect lower dynamic depth in the region 
where upwelling is prevalent. Summer is the season 
of mixing and winter is the season of stratification 
in the Arabian Sea along the west coast of India. 
Treating the winter dynamic depth as the base value, 
summer minus winter dynamic depth which takes into 
account the integrated effect of temperature, 
salinity and pressure was considered to reveal 
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regional differences of the intensity of upwelling 
relative to winter situation. The areas of intensive 
upwelling were identified. The nature of analysis is 
such that it provides a means to study the changes of 
characteristics of seawater from a state of 
stratified condition (winter) to the situation of 
perturbation (summer) at different places along the 
coastline. Three different zones with distinct 
quantitative differences with respect to upwelling 
were observed. 
The zonal differences of upwelling as 
revealed by the variations of dynamic depth of summer 
relative to winter remarkably coincided with the 
zonal differences of mixing. Relatively we~ 
stability in deeper waters (200-400 m) was common 
all the three zones. Upwelling was intensified 
the region 
thermocline 
where mixing from the waters 
was more. This observation 
author to develop a model of upwelling. 
The suggested model of upwelling 
above 
led 
to 
in 
the 
the 
Upwelling perhaps starts and prevails in 
deeper waters during the appropriate season of least 
stability (summer). Professor Hidaka assumed that 
the vertical currents reduce to zero only at the 
surface of the sea. It may be more appropriate to 
2-4 
think that the process of upwelling would not extend 
up far into the thermocline and the upward velocities 
should cease in the core of the thermocline which 
becomes more intensified (more stable) during the 
season· of upwelling. Chemical concentrations like 
the dissolved oxygen, phosphates, silicates etc. of 
the waters from the depths where upwelling ceases are 
exchanged with that of the top (or surface) layers by 
eddy diffusion only. The process of diffusion is 
rapid if mixing is more in the subsurface waters 
(above the thermocline). 
2.3. Upwelling was speculatively inferred to occur 
when the surface currents run parallel to the 
coastline with the land to the left. Under these 
circumstances, the nongeostrophic component of 
surface flow is directed away from the coast and it 
is likely that upwelling will be associated with it. 
By examining the general circulation in the surface 
waters, the seasonal locations of upwelling in the 
coastal waters off both east coast and west coast 
were identified. A conservative estimate of the 
average rate of upwelling was made based on the 
ascent of seasonal thermocline. 
2.4. It is well-known that there are breaks in 
monsoon. As upwellings, especially off the west 
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coast, are associated with monsoons, we expect 
similar breaks in upwellings. The need to evolve and 
perfect a new technique of detecting upwelling and 
its associated features within short interval of time 
was stressed for effective forecasting of fisheries 
for judicious fishing and augmentation of production 
from the waters around India. 
2.5. The imbalance was pointed out in the assumed 
balance of forces involved in the classical 
explanation of coastal upwelling which was based on 
the Ekman's mathematical model of vertically 
spiralling currents. The intensification of currents 
on the western boundaries of the subtropical gyres of 
the world oceans and the development of upwelling on 
their eastern boundaries were together viewed as a 
coupled system. The intensification of the western 
boundary currents was convincingly attributed by 
Professor Henry Stommel to the difference of 
horizontal vorticities at the two wings of the gyre. 
The present paper suggests that the essential reason 
for the generation of upwelling on the eastern 
boundary may be sought from a comprehensive study of 
the three-dimentional vorticity of the subtropical 
gyre. However, it is only an intuitive conclusion. 
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2.6. Concluding remarks 
It is the best way to express the intensity 
of monsoon in terms of pressure gradient in the 
studies of secular changes of monsoon over the waters 
of the west coast of India, as t he pressure gradient 
is based on a sound scientific reasoning as far as 
the strength of monsoon is concerned. By dividing 
the coastline into different segments of reasonable 
lengths and computing pressure gradients over these 
segments, it is possible to assess the regional 
differences of monsoon intensities along the 
coastline and hence of upwelling. 
Upwelling is initiated a t deeper depths where 
instability prevails. The core of thermocline where 
the water layers are ':remendously stable is the "lid" 
for vertical currents which have to cease at that 
pl/ace instead of rushing up to become zero at the 
sea surface. Chemical and physical properties of the 
waters are conveyed to the surface layers by 
diffusion process from the core of the thermocline 
where upwelling ceases. 
• 
In view of the vast stretch of coastline and 
in view of the delay involved in ship-based survey of 
upwelling areas, it is time now to develop suitable 
methods of monitoring upwelling areas in the waters 
-2 - 7 
around India by means of satellite-based observations 
which give a snap-shot picture of areas of occurrence 
and intensities of upwellings. 
The snag was pointed out in the balance of 
forces taken into consideration in the classical 
ex~lanation of coastal water upwelling. And the 
formation of the eastern boundary upwellings was 
coupled with the intensification of western boundary 
currents as a paired system associated with 
longitudinal wings of the subtropical gyres of the 
world oceans. These two aspects are expected to 
triger the thought of concerned scientists to debate 
extensively and to discuss deeply. 
The following five papers (reprints) deal 
with the details of the subject under this section in 
the respective order of 2.1 to 2.5. Due to expected 
delay in printing of the symposium proceedings, the 
paper corresponding to 2.4 is presented in its 
manuscript form only. 
Repri11ted from "The buJian Journal of Fi!heries" , Vol. Xlll, No.1, 1970. 
ON THE RELATION BETWEEN THE INTENSITY 
OF THE SOUTH-WEST MONSOON AND THE 
OIL-SARDINE FISHERY OF INDIA 
By A. V. S. MURTY AND M. S. EDELMAN* 
(Central Marille Fisheries Research institllte, Mandapam Camp) 
INTRODUCTION 
THE problem of fluctuations of marine fish populations and commercial 
stocks is a great concern of the marine fishery industries. The fluctuations 
depend upon the biological features of the individual species and the 
environmental factors. It is not possible to solve the problem without 
understanding both the aspects. The abundance of fish depends mainly 
upon the feeding conditions especially in larval and juvenile sta.ges. And 
the feeding conditions depend upon the primary production wfIich condi_ 
tionally depends on the available nutrient salts in the sea. The availability 
of nutrients will much depend upon the vertical and horizontal circulations 
in the sea. The circulation of the sea in turn depends upon the atmospheric 
conditions due to the air-sea interaction . Thus the studies of the atmo-
spheric conditions over the sea throw light upon the total influence of the 
various factors on the fi hery. Dr. Izhevskii (1961) made an extensive 
analysis of the physical and biological marine processes and established the 
principal patterns governing the changes in marine environmental factors 
on which the changes in the biological productivity of the sea primarily 
depend. His principal methods are inspirations to the authors in their 
present work. 
The oil-sardine is of great commercial value of the Indian pelagic fishery. 
There arc great fluctuation s in this fishel y. The study of the causes of these 
fluctuation s is an important problem. Many attempts were made to corrc-
late these fluctuations with oceanographical factors and among them the 
investigations of Chidambaram and Menon (1945) may be mentioned . Their 
observations revealed that the catches depend upon the rainfall amounts. 
This indicates the influence of the monsoon intensity upon the fi shery. It 
is difficult to adopt rainfall as index of monsoon intensity because of the 
orographical influer:ces upon it. The field of pressure would reflect the 
• FAO Fishery Oceanographer. 
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monsoon intensity to the utmost degree of accuracy. The pressure gradients 
at the surface during monsoon are one of the best and simplest expressions 
of the intensities of the monsoon in different years. Hence the studies of 
temporal variations of monsoons in terms of pressure gradients would 
offer an explanation of the fluctuations in the abundance of the fish. Such 
studies may further lead to forecasting the fishery. Unfortunately, no data 
are available of the stock assessments of the oil-sardine which are essential 
for such studies. The data that the authors utilised in the course of their 
investigations are the estimated landings of the fish concerned. The relation 
between the landings of oil-sardine and the monsoon intensity would pave 
the first step of studies in this direction. 
Data 
Monthly mean values of station level pressures for 02.30 hrs. GMT 
for a set of coastal stations in India have been obtained from the records 
of the India Meteorological Department. The data were reduced to sea-
level observations by using the tables for the reduction of meteorological 
observations in India (1947). Such sea-level pressures for each station have 
been selected for the months of July and August each year. The£c two 
months (July and August) are selected to represent the monsoon conditions 
over the West Coast of India. The average condition of pressure at a 
particular station during the monsoon period of a year is thus determined 
by averaging the pressure values for the above two months of the year. 
The publis~ed data (Nair, 1959) of estimated landings of oil-sardine in 
South Kanara and Malabar Coast (West Coast of India) have been utilised 
in the present investigation. The data of oil-sardine estimations on all-ILdia 
basis (also published, Nair, 1959) have also been utilised in the present paper, 
RESULTS AND ANALYSES 
One could clearly understand the nature of the pressure field over the 
Peninsular India by referring to the Climatological Atlas for Airmen (1943). 
The distribution of isobars at the surface during July and August is such 
that the pressure difference between Cochin and Madras represents approxi-
mately the pressure gradient over the Peninsular area and the pressure 
difference between Cochin and Bombay is a close representation of the pres-
sure grad,ient vector over the Arabian Sea area adjacent to the western ecge 
of the Peninsula. This condition ofpr)essure (isobaric) distribution ptovidcs 
an easy means to study the year-to-year fluctuations of the intensity (f 
monsoon over the Peninsular region or the West Coast waters of India. 
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The values of the pressure differences during the individual monsoons 
between Cochin and Madras and Cochin and Bombay and the oil-sardine 
landings are subjected to iterated averages (Kendall, 1946) taking seven suc-
cessive terms ioto consideration at a time and representing the iterated 
average va lue in the position of the middle term. In other words, the trends 
have been determined in the monsoon intensities and the oil-sardine landings. 
The relation between the trend of sardine fishery and the trend of monsoon 
intensity as expressed by the pressure difference between Cochin and Madras 
is shown in Fig. I a. Figure 1 b represents similar relation when the intensity 
of monsoon is expressed by the pressure difference between Cochin and 
Bombay. The relation is similar in both the figures. The later figure ex-
hibits much more linearity in both the branches of the figure. The figures 
indicate that there is a critical value of monsoon intensity above which the 
catches improve with increasing monsoon activity and below the critical 
value the catches decrease with increasing monsoon intensity. The follow-
ing explanation may be offered to this characteristic influence of mon soon 
over the fishery . The last quarter in a year is the best period of the oil_ 
sardine fishery. Therefore, the fishery foll ows the monsoon during each 
year. No doubt the influence of a strong monsoon is to enrich the nutrient 
supply to the surface and sub-surface layers of the sea by causing a corres-
ponding upwelling over the West Coast of India, but at the same time the 
lower layers of poor oxygen would be brought upward creating thus an 
unfavourable condition for the fish to thri ve. Hence is the fall of catch 
with increasing monsoon. When the monsoon is above its critical strength , 
the depletion of oxygen of the top layers due to upwelling would be much 
more compensated by addition of oxygen by the action of strong winds and 
waves. Thus the intensity of monsoon over and above its critical value is 
favourable not only for enrichment by nutrients but also by dissolved oxygen. 
Thus, an increase in the strength of the monsoon over its critical limit would 
be favourable for abundance of fi sh and hence for a good fishery. 
It is to be noted here that the data for the years 1947 to 1955 in 
Figs. I a and I b involve not only the Kanara and Malabar Coasts but also 
the East Coast of India as the available estimations of oil-sardine during 
these years are on all-India basis. Nevertheless. they are incorporated here 
because of the reason that the oi l-sardine is restricted in its distribution to 
the West Coast and it occurs very rarely along the East Coast (Indian 
Fisheries, 1951) . 
It is interesting to note that the first portion of the data of Fig. I a is 
~overned by the simple regression equation Y = 148· 6 ~ I . 53X (for X < 97) 
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with coefficient of correlation - 0 ,64. Here Y is the catch of oil-sardine 
over the South Kanara and Malabar Coasts in thousands of tons and X is 
the pressure difference between Cochin and Madras in units of thousandth 
of an inch of Hg. If one uses the pressure difference between Cocrun and 
Bombay, the equation is Y = 151·9 - 0·986 X (for X < 154). In this 
case the correlation coefficient is appreciably about 84%. Figure 2 illustrates 
the comparison between trend of o il-sa rdire catch and the theoretically 
derived catch using the above-stated equation. The agreement between the 
two is rather appreciable. This helps for forecast of trends of the fishery 
based on the field of atmospheric pressure. 
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Though the correlation is high, no regression equation is attempted for 
the rising portion of the curve because of the limited data ar.d also due to 
the suspIcIon that increase of effort may be partly responsible for the rise 
of the curv~ from year to year. 
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HARMONIC ANALYSIS 
As a first step to understand the periodic nature of the fluctuations of 
pressure, the data of trends of the pressure difference between Cochin and 
Bombay from 1925 to 1948 are treated for ha~onic. analysis. The analysis 
was done foUowing Runge's twelve- ordinate scheme (Salvadori, 1948) 
Accordingly, the pressure difference [:.P (in thousandths of inch of Hg) 
during any year t (t = 0 at 1925) is given by 
77 2" 377 [:.P = 144·42 + 7·92 cos 12 t + 0 ·17 cos 12 t + 3 ·1 7 cos 12 t 
477 577 677 + 1·83 cos 12 t + 0'41 cos 12 t + 0 '08 cos 12 t 
- 2·66 sin !'.. t + 3·46 sin 277 t - 1·00 sin 377 t 12 12 12 
58 . 4w 0 34 " 577 -0' Sln12t- . 5111 12 /. 
The major harmonic components are shown in Fig. 3. The harmoni-
caUy computed values of pressure difference (trends) agree very closely 
with the original trend values of pressure. It is, therefore, possible to 
forecast the trend of pressure for any year and then to find out the trend 
of fishery using the regression equation of the fishery with the pressure. 
Having more and more data in the future, accurate estimates could be 
made which would be utilised for better forecasts of fishery. For accurate 
forecasts the data of stock assessments are needed instead of the estimated 
landings of the species. 
SUMMARY 
The long-term fluctuations of the Indian oil-sardine fishery are related 
with the strength of the summer monsoon over the Penjnsular region of 
India. The sea-level pressure difference [:. P, between Cochjn and Bombay 
as an expression of monsoon intensity over the Arabian Sea adjacent to the 
West Coast of India, reveals good correlation with the fishery. Certain 
range of monsoon intensity is found to be unfavourable to the fishery and 
certain other range favourable. Regression equation is developed between 
the trends of fish catch and the monsoon intensity (expressed by pressure 
difference). The pressure data are also analysed for thejr harmonic com-
ponents. These analyses may be useful for forecasting the main trend 9f 
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the fishery based on observations of field of atmospheric pressure over the 
Peninsular region of India . 
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As Summer is the season of mixing: a nd winter the season of s tratification in the Arabian 
Sea aloni the west coast of India, summer minus winter dynam.lc dePth which takes into account 
the inteirated effects of temperature, salinity and pressure is considered to reveal regional 
dlf'l'erences of the Intensi ty of upwelling relative to winter situation. The areas of Intensive 
upwelling a r e thus Identified . Stabilities of water layers durlng s wnmer are examined with 
r espect to those during winter . Deeper waters are relatively les s sta ble during summ.er. Stabi-
lity increases during: summer in the middle range of thermocline depth (core of the,rmocline) . 
More mbtmg Is fo und in the subsurface in the case of the r egions of intense upwelling. Follow-
ing model is suggested for explalnlng upwelling in the water s : Upwelling during summer 
should occur in the deep waters and the upward currents should cease to exist through the core 
of thermocUne which becomes morc stra tified disa llowing upwd. rd m ovem ent of wu ter . Heat 
a nd salt a re, therefore, to be transferred from the depth where upweUing; ceases to the s ub-
surface and s urface by m eans of eddy diffUSion. A mIxing; at the top layers reduces the core 
of thermocline and thereby intensifles the process of vertica l trans fer of properties. Thus, the 
cumulative m a nifes tation of the entire m echanism of the tota l process is to m a ke tbe charac-
teristic propertJes s uch 3S coldness a nd denseness of the deepe r wate rs a ppear a t the s ubsurfa ce 
and surface laye rs. Effects of pbyslcal processes such as those of ho rizonta l advection, precipi -
tation and river di scharge a re neg;lected In the analysis in or der to m a ke the m odel less cum-
ber some. 
UPWELLING involves upward currentst-. which give rise to the presence of colder, denser and deeper waterat the surface. As the surface 
waters are enriched with nutrients by this process, 
the areas having intense upwelling are also the 
areas of high plankton, productivity and fisheries0-9. 
Details of regions of upwell ing, its effects and 
general models of the phenomenon have been 
described' . Upwelling lO- t , on the east coast of I ndia 
is attributed to the persistent southwest monsoon. 
Upwelling is reported by several authorsJ3- 19 in the 
Arabian Sea in general and off the west coast of 
India in particular. The southwest monsoon striking 
against the coast, does not directly favour upwelling 
on the west coast of India. Nevertheless, the 
process is more in tensified on the southwest coastto, 
perhaps. as a resul t of the combinerl f'ffp('t of strong 
southerly currents of the southwest monsoon season 
and the southeasterlv orientation of the coastline. 
Sastry and D'souza!l. :n have observed divergence 
in the field of geostrophic motion at surface and 
subsurface levels off thc southwest coast of India. 
As summer is the season of upwelling and winter 
is the season of stratification in the waters of the 
Arabian Sea along the west coast of India, the 
condit ion of summer minus winter dynamic depth 
is considered here to indirate the regional relat ive 
difference of the intensity of upwelling. Also, the 
overall mechanism of the process is studied from 
the relative stabilities of the waters. In the light 
of the above, the time scale of the effect of 
upwelling may be assumed to be of the order of a 
season's period. 
Materials and Methods 
One degree squares (Fig. I) were considered for 
these studies. Temperature and salinity data from 
875 stations were collected for each grid during 
summer (433 stations; June-July) and winter (442 
stations; December-January) and the data sources 
being C~lFRI, Cochin and Nationa l Oceanographic 
Data Centre, Washington. 
Mean values at standard depths of each parameter 
(T and S) were obtained for each grid for each 
season. From these mcan values, corresponding 
density (at) values were computed from a nomo-
gram!!s. Values of 130 for the corresponding mean 
values of salinity were obtained from Sund's slide 
rule:!·. The specific volume anomaly at the corres-
ponding decibaric surfaces \vas obtained (rom values 
of 0'0 ' at and the corresponding mean temperatures 
u.:,-ing the same slide ru le. The mean value of 
specific volume anomaly for each pair of adjacent 
depths was obtained. This mean value of specific 
volume anomaly multiplied by the corresponding 
pressure interval gives the dynamic depth anomaly 
corresponding to that pressure interval. Dynamic 
depth anomaly of the corresponding pressure inter-
vals are cumulated to get the dynamic depth 
anomaly corresponding to the total depth at the 
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indicat ion of relatively more mixing of the thermo-
cline waters with the waters above. 
Characteristic features of stabi li ty/mixing are 
remarkably related with the phenomenon 01 up-
welling. As the relalively weak stability in the 
deeper \""d.tcrs is common to all zones, so also is 
upwell ing. The upwelling is intensified in the region 
~\lher(! mixing from the waters above the thermocline 
lS morc. 
Suggested //Iodel for upwellillg - The coastal up-
welling is explained by a simple model"," implying 
that thc vertically upward currents are sct in 
(the region where upwelling existed) as a result 
of the surface water (under fa\'ourable conditions of 
horizontal ("urrt'nt system or wind) being driven 
off the coast by Ekman effect and thereby making 
deeper wat cr to rush towards surface to compensate 
for the loss of hydrostat ic pres."ure in the region 
in order to restore t.'quilibrium in rhe wateTS. 
The model essentially retains the central idea of 
Hidaka2 that the vertical upward currents generated 
at depths reduce to zero at (or near) the surface, 
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In the absence of vertical current meter30, the 
importance of theory Lies in its speculative value 
regarding the vertical currents. 
However, the analysis presented in the preceding 
section partially subscribes for the above idea, but 
suggests the following modified scheme: 
Upwelling perhaps starts and prc\'ai ls in decp(!r 
waters during the appropriate season of least 
stabi lity (summer). The process would not extend 
far into tlle thermocline and the upward veiocitil':i 
should cease in the corc of the thcnnocline which 
becomes more intensified (more stable) duri ng the 
season of up\' .. clling. Allernatively, the !'labilily 
through the core of the thermocline \vould hav.:! 
been easily weakened in th.e presence of upward 
movements of water, if any. Chemical concentrations. 
of the waters from the depths where upwelling 
ceases is exchanged with that o f the top (or surface) 
layers by eddy diffusionu . The process of diffusion 
is rapid if mixing is more in the sub-surface watcrs 
(as in the middle or southern region of im'cstigation) 
as the latter reduces the core of thermocline. The 
LATHIPHA & ~HJRTY : STUDIES OF UPWELLING USING GEOPOTENTIAL AJIOMALY 
scheme explains qualitatively the manifestation 
at the surface waters of coldness and denseness, 
etc. of the deeper waters and hence paves the 
path for numerical" model of upwelling - in the 
waters. 
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Observations of coastal-water 
upwelling around India 
A V S . M U R T Y 
The seasonal locations of upwelling in the coastal waters around India and the 
importance of upwelling to the Indian fisheries are discussed . 
35.1 Introduction 
The monsoons and coastal-water upwelling have much in common. 
While the former improves the agricultural production, the latter 
enriches the living resources of the seas. Both phenomena have, 
therefore. tremendous impact on the economy of the region under their 
influence. 
35.2 Materials and methods 
The hydrographic data collected by the Central Marine Fisheries 
Research Institute of the Indian Council of Agricultural Research along 
the west coast of India have been utilized to present the thermal proper-
ties of the surface mixed layer and its associated thermocline. The 
average surface currents around the Indian subcontinent (Anonymous, 
A., 1976), published in the U.S. Na vy Marine Ciimaric Arias of rhe World 
(volume 3, Indian Ocean ), are taken into consideration . 
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35.3 Results and discussion 
Before dealing wi th the observations on coastal·water upwelling around 
I ndia, it may be desirable to identify the areas and seasons wherein the 
process of upwelling might be expected. 
By examining the general circulation around India, the coastal areas of 
upwelling can be speculatively located and the season of its occurrence 
identified. Upwelling is inferred to occur when the surface currents run 
parallel to the coastline with the land to the left: under these circum-
stances, the non-geostrophic component of the surface flow is directed 
away from the coast and it is likely that upwelling will be associated 
with it. This argument is highly simplified, however, and can only be used 
to provide a rough estimate of likely upwelling locations. The general 
system of currents around the Indian subcontinent is presented in Fig. 
35.1 for the discrete seasons of the year. Fig. 35.1 indicates that upwelling 
is possible along the west coast of India during the southwest monsoon 
period and also during the summer transition. Currents at the head of the 
2O' N 
0° - ---
70° E 80~ 9O' E 
Fig. 35 . l. The system of coastal currents around India fo r: (a) April (summer 
spring. winter and the monsoon seasons. The depths of the 3 blocks indica te the 
(d ) January (winter ). (From the US Nav)' Marille Climatic Atlas of the World. 
Volume 3. Indian Ocean. 1976.) 
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Bay of Bengal are favourable for upwelling all through the year, except 
for the short period of the winter transition. Upwelling is expected in the 
southeastern and central area off the east coast of India during the 
southwest monsoon season and also during the pre-southwest monsoon 
season. 
Waters off the southwest and central west coast of India (between 7· N 
and 17· N) have been thoroughly explored over different years (Murty, 
1965 ; Sharma, 1968; Sastry and O·Souza, 1972; Ramamirtham and Rao, 
1973 ; and Anonymous, B., 1976). Upwelling in these waters is identified 
by the ascent of isolines of one or more parameters such as temperature, 
thermocline, density and dissolved oxygen. (The layer of minimum 
oxygen in the Arabian Sea is associated with the thermocline. ) 
The thermal conditions of the waters of the mixed layer in this region 
are presented in Fig. 35.2 for the three discrete seasons of the year. 
Temperature tOCI 
27 28 29 ~ r-' '---''- --;''-- -,---""'----.----;,"-----,r---":<.-- -, 26 i 
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Fig. 35.2. Thermal conditions of the waters off the west coast of India for 
spring, winter and the monsoon seasons. The depths of the 3 blocks indicate the 
ranges of the depth of the lower limit of the mixed layer ; their widths indicate the 
observed ranges of temperature of the mixed layer (upper horizo ntal axis). The 
sharpness of the thermocline in each case is: the monsoon season 0.17 · C m- ' : the 
winter season 0.15·C m- '; and the spring season 0.13 · C m '. 
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During winter, when there is no upwelling in the waters, the mixed layer 
extends to 50 m or even 100 m at some places and the associated 
thermocline is moderately strong (0.15 · C m I). By spring the mixed 
layer reduces in depth to between 40 m and 70 m and its associated 
thermocline is only as intense as 0.13 ·C m I. Conspicuously enough, the 
mixed layer is very shallow (20 m to 50 m only) during the southwest 
monsoon period and in addition, the thermocline is strong (0.17 ·C m I). 
The duration of upwelling in these waters is identified, by the rise of 
the layer of minimum oxygen content, to be the pre-southwest monsoon 
and the southwest monsoon periods (Anonymous, B. , 1976). The 
phenomenon was found to be more intense in the central part (Calicut-
Karwar) of the southwest coast of India (Ramamirtham and Rao. 1973: 
Anonymous. B., 1976). 
Taking winter as a reference, a conservative estimate of the average 
rate of upwelling in these waters by the middle of the southwest monsoon 
period is about (see Fig. 35.2) 0.35 m per day . Judging from the ascent of 
the layer of low oxygen content (Anonymous, BoO 1976), the average rate 
of upwelling in these waters appears not to exceed 0.8 m per day. 
Upwelling in the Bombay region seems to have a different origin 
(Jayaraman and Gogatc, 1957). The offshore winds during the northeast 
monsoon appear to be favourable for local upwelling instead of the 
normal circulation off Bombay. Upwelling of the layer of minimum 
oxygen was, in fact. found during October/ November 1958 by identify-
ing the layer with an average oxygen content of as low as 0.7 mil - I 
occurring at an average depth of about 18 m some 30 kilometers out from 
the coast of Bombay (Carruthers el 01., 1959 ). 
Studies on upwelling in the east coast waters of India are very limited. 
La Fond (1958) observed the upwelled waters in the surface area near 
Waltair during the months of March. April and May by following the 
layer of maximum salinity and moderate temperature. 
Nevertheless, observations on seasonal variations of thermal structure 
in the western Bay of Bengal (Colborn, 1971) indicate that upwelling in 
the east coast surface waters, in general. prevails only during the tran-
sition periods of the two monsoons. 
35.3. J Sigllificallce of IIpl\'ellill~ 10 Indian fisheries 
As upwelling causes lifting of nutrients into the euphotic zone (i.e. the 
zone in which light penetration is sufficient for photosynthesis), thereby 
making the waters fertile , the areas of upwelling become pastures of 
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phytoplankton with the consequent result of enhanced secondary and 
tertiary production. 
The rate of primary production in the waters off the southwest coast 
during the southwest monsoon was found to be as high as fi ve times the 
winter productivity. Based on the 75 m to surface vertical hauls over the 
sh"elf and adjacent waters of this region, the displacement volume of 
phytoplankton was found to be 9.7 ml m- 2 during winter, 15.9 ml m- 2 
during spring and 25 .1 ml m - 2 during the southwest monsoon season 
(Subrahmanyan et al., 1971). 
Upwelling was found to have a significant effect on tl,e fisheries. This 
effect was distinctly reflected in the distribution of benthic fish in the shelf 
area along the west coast of India (Banse, 1968). As the layer of low 
oxygen content ascends on to the shelf as a result of upwelling, a band of 
shelf bed along the coast is overlayed by badly aerated water. The 
demersal fish abandon this portion of the shelf and migrate either to the 
deeper or to the shallower areas of the shelf where sufficient aeration is 
found. Thus, demersal fish have been found to disappear from a rather 
broad belt parallel to the southwest coast during the southwest monsoon 
period, with the result that bottom trawling is profitable only in the 
deeper waters (below 35 m). 
Similar observations on the operational fisheries were made off 
Bombay by Carruthers et al. (1959). Demersal fish in the Bombay region 
were forced to migrate to shallower areas Oess than 15 m) of the shelf 
during the northeast monsoon period in order to escape the lethal low 
oxygen conditions of upwelled waters. 
It is my pleasure to acknowledge with thanks the encouragement I received from 
Dr E. G. Silas, Director of the Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, 
Cochin . 
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STUDIES ON UPWELLING 
AT THE TURN OF THIS CENTURY* 
A.V.S. MURTY 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin 
ABSTRACT 
Upwelling in the waters around India and the 
transformation of physical properties of the neritic waters 
thereof with a stress on thermal front and the potential 
utility for fish production in the sea are described. The 
necessity of obtaining the snapshot pictures with high grade 
resolution of locations and intensities of upwellings and 
thermal fronts is stressed for effective management of marine 
fisheries. The only means of fulfilling this objective is by 
switching over the observations from the time-consuming ship-
borne oJservations to satellite produced imagery system. 
Therefore, by the turn of this century, the software suitable 
for localised conditions should be developed and perfected so 
that the present day sea truth data collection system by 
ships would be used only as checking points but not for 
calibrating every time the satellite imageries. 
Foot Note: * Presented at the Symposium on Research and 
Development in Marine Fisheries at Mandapam 
Camp organised by central Marine Fisheries 
Research Institute in September, 1987. 
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Introduction 
Of all the coastal upwellings, the Peruvian upwelling 
is World famous because of its tremendous and wide-spread 
influence coupled with El Nino effect on anchovy fishery 
fluctuations extended to bird-migration (Cushing, 1982; 
Breaker, Christopher, 1986; Wooster and Reid Jr. 1963). 
Though the phenomenon of upwelling actually means the 
vertically upward drawn currents from mid-depths towards the 
surface, the phenomenon is well understood by its effects on 
the surface and subsurface waters. The impact of southwest 
monsoon coupled with coastal currents is to generate 
upwelling along the coast of India. The entire west coast, 
particularly the southwest coast, and the northern half of 
east coast experience upwelling in different degrees during 
the southwest monsoon period (summer). Under the influence 
of the offshore win~s of the northeast monsoon with the least 
oppsotion by the weaker northerly currents, upwelling is 
generated off Bombay region during winter (Carruthers et al., 
1959; Banse, 1968; Murty, 1981). 
Waters of the southwest and central west coast of 
India (between 7 N to 17 N) are explored with regards to 
upwelling and thermocline over a long number of years 
(Ramamirtham and Jayaraman, 1960; Murty, 1965; Sharma, 1968; 
Sastry and D'Souza, 1972; Ramamirtham and Rao, 1973; Lathipha 
and Murty, 1978 and Narayana Pillai, 1982). Studies on 
upwelling in the waters off east coast were very limited in 
3 
space and time (LaFond, 1954, 1958; Murty and Varadachari, 
1968; Ramasastry and Murty, 1958). 
From the predominant commercial fisheries point of 
view, turbidity and temperature of the neritic waters and the 
temperature of the offshore waters play a dominant role in 
determining the species distribution and abundance. In a 
limited sense, the boundary, the region of transition between 
the mixed layer and the thermocline below it may be treated 
as a "thermal front", the first order discontinuity in 
termperature. 
The effects of the phenomenon of upwelling are 
manyfold. The upwelling waters are productive with 
enrichment of nutrients. Therefore they serve as green 
pastures or nursery grounds for young fish. The locations of 
thermal fronts are controlled by upwelling. Fish 
congrigations are known to be associated with frontal regions 
(Taivo Laevastu and Ilmo Hela 1970; Cushing, 1982). Hence 
the locations of thermal fronts indicate where to fish and at 
what depth to lower the fishing gear. 
The negative effect of upwelling is to 
aerated waters (4-5 mlll of dissolved oxygen) with 
depleted waters (oxygen content 1 mlll or even less). 
replace 
oxygen 
Adult 
fish may perhaps require normally aerated waters: therefore 
it migrates away from the oxygen depleted upwelled waters. 
4 
This is observed in the northwest bottom fishery (Carruthers 
et al., 1959; Banse, 1968). The bottom fishes were found to 
migrate either nearer to the coast or to the far off region 
in their effort to avoid the wide belt of upwelled region 
along the coast with the result that the bottom fishery was 
not profitable within the belt of upwelling area. Therefore 
the negative effect of upwelling serves as a precaution in 
selecting the fishing ground. 
Different species of tuna prefer different locations 
of temperature conditions: the yellowfin tuna prefers the 
warmer (upper side) of the thermal front associated with the 
thermocline, whereas the bigeye tuna prefers the colder 
(lower) side of the front, while albacore tuna is much deeper 
(colder)-water-living (Laevastu and Ilma Hela, 1970) fish. 
It is evident, therefore, for economic exploitation 
of fishery resources of the sea, identification of exact 
location of upwelling, its intensity and extent are required 
to be known without delay. Charting out the details of 
upwelling by making ship-board observations involve a lot of 
time. And such information is useful mainly to hind-cast the 
fisheries. 
Satellite as Ocean Information Centre 
Satellite-borne radiometric techniques were developed 
for ocean use. Radiation emitted by the surface of the earth 
or sea, which is in the infrared range of wavelengths, is a 
5 
function of surface temperature itself. The emitted 
radiation is absorbed, chiefly by highly variable water 
vapour in the atmosphere, before it reaches the height of the 
satellite where it is detected and measured by radiometer. 
the measurements made from the several Nevertheless, from 
atmospheric-window channels 
high resolution radiometer, 
with the aid of space-borne 
it was not only made possible to 
correct for the atmospheric attenuation, but also to attain 
spatial resolution as close as 1.1 kID locally (Paul McClain, 
1985). 
The productivity of the waters is determined by 
optical radiometer - blue colour representing low 
productivity and green colour high productivity. Turbidity 
of the waters is determined by reflectometer. Procedures for 
ocean surface wind vector retrievals from scatterometer data 
are reing developed. 
A satellite-oriented study of albacore tuna catch 
distributions off the west coast of North America showed 
clearly that the distribution and availability of albacore 
tuna are closely related to oceanic fronts. Significant 
albacore aggregations in nearshore regions were found near 
fronts associated with upwelling and with shoreward 
intrusions of oceanic water. Bluefin tuna catch in the Gulf 
of Mexico was well correlated with the proximity of the 
surface thermal front which was determined by visible and 
infrared satellite imageries. Squid jigging within ten 
6 
nautical miles of the shelf slope front of the northwest 
Atlantic was of much higher catch rate than the catch rate of 
other areas (Paul McClain, 1985). 
Remote Sensing in Marine Fisheries in India 
Cushing (1969) feels that the intermittent halts in 
upwelling process actually sustain greater levels of 
production. As monsoons and upwellings in Indian waters are 
closely linked up, breaks in monsoons may lead to such 
sustained production by resumed upwellings. This view again 
supports the need for monitoring of upwelling system o f 
Indian waters by quick and accurate method ie by remote 
sensing. 
India has started gaining experience in remote 
sensing of coastal zone and marine resources through 
chlorophyll mapping with ocean colour scanner and sea surface 
temperature estimation from infrared radiometer (Pranav 
Desai, 1985, Indian Space Research Organisation, 1985). 
Regionally applicable software is being developed by Indian 
Space Research Organisation (ISRO) at its centres a t 
Bangalore and Ahmedabad and also by National Remote Sensing 
Agency (NRSA) at Hyderabad. 
The geostationary Indian national satellite, Insat -
IB, has successfully completed 100 days of its continuous 
operation by 7th May 87. Its very high resolution rediometer 
has given thousands of meteorological images useful for flood 
7 
control in specific catchment areas of rivers in the country. 
However, the monsoons and their associated thick cloud cover 
and breaks in monsoon make the problem of atmospheric 
correction of satellite data more serious. The 
posed by the unique climatic conditions 
hinderances 
of Indian 
subcontinent and of the seas around it have to be sorted out 
for their elimination from the remote sensing data. 
Empirical solutions may not stand the test of time. 
Nevertheless, various models based on multichannel system 
have to be evolved in this direction. 
It may be pointed out that our Indian space 
applications to sea conditions are still at the initial stage 
of having sea truth data to function as yard-stick to 
calibrate the satellite imagery data every time. It means 
that we have to wait for a long for the results, as the sea 
truth data which is nothing but ship-borne instrumental data 
takes time for its final results. Therefore, this system 
should be made perfect for our waters so that by the turn of 
this century, the function of sea truth data reduces to 
checking points only. . Then, the satellite imagery perfected 
in its calibration gives synoptic picture like the bird's 
eye-view, of what is happening in the surface and subsurface 
waters. What is needed is consistent quality of monitoring 
data on locations of upwellings, their breaks and changes of 
fronts with time (frontegenesis and frontolysis) which are 
8 
all essencial for effective forecasting of fisheries for 
augmentaion and judicious fishing from the seas around India. 
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A NEW CONCEPT OF COASTAL WATER UPWELLING 
'. 
The situations of coastal water upwelling of the world oceans and the limitations of the classical 
theory of the process are discussed. A linkage is envisaged between the generation of coastal upwelling 
along the eastern boundary of the ocean with the intensification of western boundary current as a paired set 
situated at the longitudinal wings of the subtropical gyre. 
WHILE the equatori,~ upwelling is associated 
with diffusion of thermocline (Knauss and Taft, 
1964), the coastal upwelling is associated with 
the sLrengthening of thermocline (Sverdrup el 
al., 1942 ; Muny, 1981) . Coastal water upwell-
ing is generally attributed to the Ekman drift 
atleast theoretically. The mean flow within the 
Ekman layer is 45° towards right of the surface 
flow (in the Nonhern Hcmisphere). However, 
the coastal upwelling necessitates coast-normal 
mean flow or atleast a considerable component 
of the latter directed away from the coast into 
the sea. This condition would be effectivcly 
fulfiJled only when the surface flow makes into 
sea 45° to the coastline (assuming the coast is 
to the left of the flow). How.ver. the coastal 
water flow is usually parallel to the coast with 
considerable vuiations in speed across the 
coast-nonnal. These horizontal variations 
in the flow of coastal waters will let prominent 
the other forces which arc neglected in Lhe 
Ekman balance . Under such practical circum-
stances, the system of coastal water movement 
is complicated and becomes beyond the scope 
of the simple Ekman model. 
The forces in the Ekman model invite com-
ment on their physical nature. Consider a unit 
mass of water at any point with in the Ekman 
layer. According to the Ekman theory, the 
unit mass is in (horizontal) motion under the 
action of only two forces. They are the hori-
zontal component of internal frictional force 
and the Coriolis force. These two forces nullify 
each other to set the unit mass in uniform 
mOlion in a panicular direction determined by 
the mathemalical model of "vertically spiralling 
horizontal velocities". It is needless to say that 
the Coriolis force acts at right angles and to 
the right of the direction of velocity. Hence 
necessarily, the frictional force should act at 
right angles only to the left of the direction of 
velocity to counter-act the Coriolis force in 
order to bring a state of dynamic equilibrium in 
the motion of the unit mass. Therefore the 
Elcman model leads to the conclusion thaL the 
internal frictional force acts at right angles to 
the left of the direction of velocity leaving no 
scope for any component of frictional force in 
the line of the direction of velocity. 
However, it is conventional in pbysics to 
Lreat a major portion of Lhe internal frict ional 
rorce, if not the entire force, in a direction 
opposite to that of the velocity i.e. in the line 
of direction of velocity. The famous Stommel 
theory of intensification of the western boundary 
currents (Stommel, 1948) is based on this con-
vention. [f the Ekman layer extends to one or 
two hundred melres of depth from the surface, 
the angular difference of directions of velo-
cities between any two adjacent thin layers each 
of a centimetre thickness will not be markedly 
large enough to create frictional force al right 
angles to the velocity without any component 
of it in the direction of velocity. 
From an observation of tile coastal system 
of upwellings, it sounds reasonable that the 
upwelling of the eastern boundary of the ocean 
and the intensified meridional flow along the 
western boundary const itute the two parts of 
the subtropical gyre in each of the oceans. 
Example: In the North Atlantic Gyre, the Gulf 
Stream on the west faces the Northwest African 
upwelling on the castem side of the gyre. The 
Kuroshio Current in the Nonh Pacific Gyre 
faces the California upwelling on the east of 
the gyre. The Brazil Current in the South 
Atlantic is paired with the southwest African 
THE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON MARINE 
FISHERIES OF INDIA 
3-1 
3.0 Some of the aspects relevant to the present 
3.1 • 
topic were touched upon in the previous section, 
while dealing with upwelling as the main theme 
therein. Projections were made in this section on 
three aspects of environmental conditions which have 
much impact on marine palagic fisheries resources of 
the waters off the west coast of India. 
There was enough evidence in literature that 
the pelagic fisheries of oil sardine and mackerel 
spread from south to north along the west coast. I 
observed that in this spread, certain small stretch 
of the coastline in the vicinity of the tip of the 
penisular region was avoided. It was during the 
season (winter) of northerly drifts that the catches 
have been maximum. The pelagic fisheries would 
probably be related with the spreading of these 
northerly drifts. The necessity was pointed out to 
work out the details of these coastal drifts and to 
conduct simultaneously intensive tagging experiments 
on these fishes for better understanding of the 
environmental impact on the fisheries. 
3.2. Interesting results were obtained regarding 
the seasonality of fisheries of pelagic domain in 
relation 
upwelling. 
3-2 
to the combined effect of zooplankton and 
The analysis led to three phase model of 
seasonality 
status of 
production 
of the pelagic fisheries with regard 
plankton, namely, the season of 
of plankton, the season of 
to 
net 
net 
consumption and the season of retrieval from net 
consumption stage to net production stage. 
It may be mentioned here that a new technique 
got evolved while analysing the data in the above 
aspects. The month-to-month variations of the 
environmental conditions were determined from some 
published reports. But the fish landing data were 
available to the author in the quarter-wise form 
only. These quarter-wise data were converted into 
month-wise figures by framing a lucid technique 
without bringing any distortion to the quarterly 
figures in the process of converting into monthly 
figures. 
3.3. An interesting hypothesis was made in the 
third projection. The hypothesis was on tranquility 
of mudbanks 
along the 
during the 
which are formed at certain locations 
west coast, particuarly Kerala coast, 
monsoon season. An insight into the 
scientific reasons for the varying tranquility of a 
spectrum of mudbanks and non-mudbank regions gave a 
clue as to how to form them artificially. The clue 
3-3 
was borne out of experience in the field work in the 
coastal waters in those regions. It is hoped that, 
in the near future, the hypothesis may become a 
useful proposition for marine engineers to design 
appropriate devices to create mudbanks artificially. 
If the hypothesis takes such a transformed shape of 
reality, it would serve the cause of coastal 
fishfarmers who make their living by operating canoes 
for fishing in the neritic waters. 
3.4. Concluding remarks 
The pelagic fishery starts in the south 
first, then extends to the north along the west coast 
during winter season and the same is absent right at 
the vicinity of the tip of the peninsular region. 
T'lere is every possibility to believe that the fishes 
(sardine and mackerel) swim along the currents of the 
waters, and they may be carried along the Equatorial 
currents 
by local 
from far east and strike at the west coast 
eddy currents. Intensive tagging 
experiments combined with current meter observations 
would lead to better understanding of the migrational 
behaviour of these pelagic fishes. 
The three-phase model of seasonality of 
pelagic fisheries with the environmental system 
(wherein the biological and oceanographic conditions 
3-4 
were blended as a parameter to express environmental 
variability) more or less coincided with the three 
broad climatic seasons of the year. 
The scientific explanation to the tranquility 
of mudbanks in terms of the manifold viscosity 
rendered by the sole particles of mud in the mud bank 
waters gives scope to believe that engineering 
devices could be evolved in the near future to create 
mudbanks artificially for the benefit of artisanal 
fishermen who make their living by operating canoes 
in the coastal waters, and thereby providing a means 
to them to avoid the adverse effects of monsoon winds 
and waves on the operation of their canoes. Such 
creation of artificial mudbanks will certainly 
provide a fillip to the searanching technology in 
fisheries. 
The following three papers (reprints) deal 
with the details of the subject under this section in 
the respective order of 3.1 to 3.3. Due to expected 
delay in printing, the last paper is presented in its 
manuscript form only. 
PAPER 3.1 
• 
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Reprinted frol1l "INDIAN JOURNAL OF FISHERIES", 
Section A, Vol. XII, No. 1 April, 1965, 11 8- 134 
STUDIFS ON THE SURFACE MIXED LAYER AND ITS ASSOCIATED 
THERMOCLINE OFF THE WFST COAST OF INDIA AND THE INFER-
ENCES THEREBY FOR WORKING OUT A PREDICTION SYSTEM OF 
THE PELAGIC FISHERIES OF THE REGION 
By 
A. V. S. MURTY 
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STUDIES ON THE SURFACE MIXED LAYER AND ITS ASSOCIATED 
THERMOCLINE OFF THE WEST COAST OF INDIA AND THE INFER-
ENCES THEREBY FOR WORKING OUT A PREDICTION SYSTEM OF 
THE PELAGIC FISHERIES OF THE REGION 
Bv A. V. S. MURTHY· 
(Celltral Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Mandapam Camp.) 
PART-A 
INTRODUCTION 
The thermocline in the sea, which separates the warm mixed layer at the top 
and tne cold stratified layers below, is important from many aspe-;:ts. The greater 
the depth of the thermocline the more will be the water column of the mixed layer 
enriched with dIssolved oxygen which will be available for sea life. The vertical 
distribution of nutrient salts depends upon the situation of the thermocline (Gra-
ham, 1954). The depth of the pelagic shoals depends largely on the vertical exten-
sion of the mixed surface layer tHela and Laevastu, 1962). The vertical extent of 
the mixed surface layer is also important from the view point of the vertical dis-
tributions of the buoyantly floating eggs and larvae of the pelagic fish which are 
affected by the vertical turbulence occurring in the layer (King and Hide, 1957; 
Silliman 1950). 
The distributions of the depths of mixed layer were theoretically computed 
from wind distributions. over the sea and were presented in charts by Lumby 
(1955). Duncan tI964) studied various aspects of the thermocline occurring off the 
south west coast of Africa by frequently and systematically taking observations 
from a network of stations. 
The depth of occ~rrence of thermocline at different times and regions of the 
Indian seas were referred to by various authors (C. S. I.R.O. Australia, 1962; 
Edelmalt, 1960; Jayaraman et al. 1960; Orren, 1963; ~til and Ramamirtharn, 
1963; Patil el al. 1964; Rao, 1959 ; Ramamirtharn and Jayararnan, 1960; Rarna-
sastry and Myrland, 1959; Robinson, 1964; Sewell, 1932). Most of these results 
were limited to the individual cruises without repeating observations from the net-
work of stations. The effect of internal waves (La Fond, 1962) would no doubt 
be considerable on ~uch data, although it cannot be quantitatively expressed. This 
effect would be minimised if analyses are made based on averaged data which 
p.re possible only when stations are occupied a number of tnnes . 
• Present address: Central Marine Fisheries Research Sub~ stalion. ErnakuJam. 
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Sewell (l932) discussed the seasonal changes in position and extent of the 
'discontinuity zone' in the Bay of Bengal. 
the study of the characteristics of the thermocline in the region off the west 
coast of India (between Cape Comorin and Mangalore) is taken up in the present 
analysis. The oceanographic data collected on board the 'KALA V A' and R. V. 
' VARUNA' from 1957 to 1964 have been utilised here . 
FIG. t The distribution of observations iII the area 
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ANALYSIS 
The region under investigation is divided into squares of ten sea-miles. The 
squares tilat are visited for observations are shown in Fig. I. The number marked 
in each cell (sqnare) refers to the freq uency of observations made during the above 
ment ioned period. A few more stations (not shown in the figure) which are located 
slightly beyond the area are also taken into consideration in the present analysis. 
The mean values of some interesting physical parameters in each square 
have been obtained for different seasons of the year. The yea r is divided into three 
seasons, i.e., the monsoon (June to September), the winter (November to February) 
and the summer or the hot weather season or the spring (March to May). The 
month of October has been treated as a transition period from the monsoon season 
to the winter season. 
The depth of the top of the thermocline. or the depth of vertical extent of the 
surface 'mixed' layer having a tem perature discontinuity layer below it, has been 
ohtained either from bathythermograms or from hydrographic cast at each station. 
In the hydrographic cast, the temperature data from different International, stan-
dard depths of the station are S"et on a simple 'slide system' devi,ed by the author. 
A hair-thin nylon thread is carried through the pin -holes of 'slides' which are set 
at intervals of space, linea rl y corresponding to the depths of observations. The 
slides can be moved along their axes which are parallel to the temperature axis . 
The nylon thread. on the background of a calibrated centimeter graph sheet, in 
its set position represents the vertical profile of temperature on a linear scale. 
With the aid of this simple device, temperatures are read as accurately as O.05°C 
and the depth scale permits reading small depths as low as 0.5 m. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
(a) Depths of the top of thermocIille- The variations of the depth of the 
top of thermocline or the depth of the vertical extent of the mixed layer from 
the surface having a temperature discontinuity layer below it are shown in Fig 
2a, b. c for the three different seasons of the year. The bottom contours of the 
region are shown in Fig. 3 for comparative study. In general, shallow depths of 
the discontinu ity layers are situated close to the shore indicating the effect of the 
shallow bottom upon the thermocline position. 
Sewell's data (Sewell. 1932) were rather inadequate to draw reliable conclu· 
sions regarding the seasonal changes of the depth of the discontinuity zone. 
Nevertheless, it appeared probable that the variation of the depth of the disconti-
nuity zone exhibits two maxima during the year. which occur almost at the same 
depth during the peak periods (July and January) of the two monsoons. It also 
appeared probable that the di,continu ity zone almost reache the surface durin~ 
'vfarch-April. 
• 
, 
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FIG. 2a The distribution or thermocline depth (m) during Flo. 2b The dislribution or thermocline depth (m) during 
(Monsoon season) (Winter season) 
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FIG. 3 The bottom topography 
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Duncan's observations (Duq.can, 1964) off the south-west coast of Africa 
showed that the thermocline is shallow during the (Southern) summer,_deep during 
the spring and deepest during the winter. 
The present analysis (Fig. 2a, b, c) reveals that on an average over the region 
of investigation, the thermocline depths are low during the monsoon, moderate 
during the summer and great during the winter. Though winds are usually strong 
during summer and monsoon, the rniJ;ed layer extends only to relatively shallow 
depths. During winter, the surface water temperatures are low. Moreover, the eva-
poration from the sea surface is more during winter as the atmosphere above it 
would he less humid. In add:tion, dilution of the surface waters is minimum during 
winter as the rains and river discharge would be considerably less during this season. 
Consequently, the surface waters will have higher densities than the lower layers. 
Mix'ing due to instability, therefore, takes place down to considerable depths from 
the surface. Thus, the thermocl ine during winter does not necessa rily form in the 
,hallow waters, and is noticed farther away from the coast where the bottom 
depth is sufficiently great to allow the deep formation of thermocline . 
• 
During the monsoon, the depths of the top of thermocline range from about 
10 to 30 m. in the southern half of the region and from about IO to 40 m. in the 
northern hali. The depths increase away lrom the shore. The gradients of thermo-
ciine depths are rapid in the south western part and the northern-most corner of 
the region. 
The winter thermoclines which are established further off-shore have their 
depth-gradients much stronger. The hundred-meter depth line of thermocline runs 
from south to north almost close to the shelf-edge. The depths decrease on both 
sides of this line. In the south-western part of the region the depths of thermocline 
again increase on the seaward side, whereas in the southern and northern comers 
the depths beyond the 100m. depth -line decrease. 
The discontinuity layer gradually appears towards the shore [rom the shelf-
edge as time advances from winter to summer and the depths of thermocline are 
shortQned. The loo-m depth line of thermocline is now pushed, away from the 
shelf-edge and is limited only to the northern part of the region. The 20 m. depth 
line runs in the coastal waters with continuity from south to north. A closed line 
of 50-m. depth is situated away from the shelf in the centra l part. The depths 
slope up towards the coast in the whole region and their gradients are intensified 
in the northern region. There are negligible gradients in the south-western region. 
During this season, the depths range from 20 to 60 m. in the southern and the 
south-western parts, 20 to 80 m. in the central part and 20 to 100 m in the north-
ern part of the region . 
(b) The distributioll of temperlllure at the top of the thermoclille-The tem-
perature distribution associated with the top-depth of thennoc1ine are shown in 
Fig, 4a, b, c for different seasons. 
• 
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Th~ temperature al the top of the thermocline depths ranges from 26 ' to 
29 ' C during the monsoon season and the range is slightly less during the winter 
and slightly more during the summer season. 
During the monsoon season Ihe surface of the Ihermocline depth has a lower 
temperature on the coast-side than offshore. A warm region is situated in the 
southweq ern reg'on (off Quilon) during Ihis season and here the therma l gradients 
along the thermocline depth surface are more. The warm region is shifted towards 
north (off Ponnani) during the winter season and the southern zone has lower 
gradients. During summer, the isotherms are fragmented into a number of small 
cells offshore. Ourong this season higher temperatures are in the coastal region than 
offs hore unlike the monsoon cQnditions. 
(c) The distribution of salinity at the top of the thermocline-The distribu-
tion of salinity associated with the depth of the top of thermocline in the region 
are srown in Fig. 5a. b, c for different seasons of the year. 
The salinity ranges from about 34.5 °:, to 36.0% during the monsoon. 35.0% 
to 36.0 ~;, during the winter and 34 °~ to 36 % during the summer. 
Maximum salin ' ty (about 36 ~,, ) is confined to two small zones (off Coehin-
Quilon and off Mangalore) during the monsoon season. The ' salinity pocket off 
Cochin-Quilon is pushed further away from the coast during winter and the north-
ern rocket of s~ l i n i ty spre~Js over a w'der area by this season. The Cochin-Quilon 
pocket of maxi mum salin ity d isappears by summer and the high salinity region 
of the north shrinks back confining itself to a narrow region. 
(d) The iI/tensity of temperature fall il/ the transitional layer of the thermo-
cline-The variations in the depth-rate of temperature fall in the discontinuity 
layer w' th varying distance from the coast along different parallels in the different 
~easons are shown in Fig. 6. It is evident from the figbre that no relevant variation 
during any season. in the gradienl of thermocline occurs as one passes from the 
shJre wa ter hl the far off along the pa rallel at each place. It also appears that 
the gradient of temperature is not much dependent upon the latitude of the place. 
at least within the region of investigation. 
However, a seasonal change in the thermocline intensity may he observed 
from the figure. The gradients along the parallels are the lowest (1.l6'C/ IOm) 
during the summer, moderate (1.32' C / IOm) during the winter and highest 
(1.95 ' C{lOmi during the monsoon season. The mean intensities of temperature-
fall in the discontinuity layer over the entire region are 1.29'C{l0m. 1.54°C{lOm 
and 1.99' C/lOm in the respective seasons. 
(e) The system of currellfs-Currents may be set up due to the sloping ther-
mocline depth surface. It is difficult to say which is the cause and which is the 
~ffect of these two. Perhaps, the slope of the thermocline depth-surface and the 
( 
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FIG. 6 The rate or temper:ltl.lre fall in the discont inuity layer. 
200 
currents are mutually adjusted in order to keep the geostrophic balance, if fric, 
tional forces can be neglected or assumed constant. The bottom fric tion at a 
given place may be assumed constaol except it be a function of velocity of the 
current But the wind-generated frictiona l forces will vary from season to season. 
so also Ihe vilco us forces in the sea , Therefore, these factors teod to disturb the 
'-
, 
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geostrophic balance. The steady state of the flow will even be altered and accele-
rdtions may be brought into the stream by these frictional influences. However. 
within certain limitations. the re:ative currents may be deduced from the geos-
trophic balance. Accordingly, the thermocline must be elevated on the left of 
the current. The directions of currents so deduced are schematically represented 
by arrow-marks in Fig. 2. 
Dw;ing the monsoon period there is a single stream flowing southward. This 
stream is spread over. the entire shelf of the region under Investigation. As time 
passes on. from the mon oon to winter. a northerly current is established off the 
shelf. Adjacent to and on the seaward side of it there is the southerly current. But 
this southerly current is limited to the southern portion only. As the season changes 
from winter to summer, the northerly current which was set up. during winter 
completely disappears and the circu:ation breaks into different eddies. The souther-
)y current which flows nearer to the coast in winter continues to persist in summer 
though it is limited to a narrower belt. Again. as the monsoon season replaces the 
hot weather season, in the cycle of the seasonal events. the southerly narrow 
stream of the summer spreads over the entire shelf and appea rs as a wide stream. 
Thus, the southerly stream of the current system prevails very near the coast all 
through the seasons of the year. though its strength and width change during 
different seasons. 
The winter streams appear to be stronger than the monsoon current. All th~ 
streams appear to be stronger at the south-western region of the coast and they 
appear to be weakened and then spread with increase of latitude. 
P ART-B 
StMPLE CORRElATlONS 
Attempts were made in the past (Buys. 1957; Carruthers et al. 1959: Marr. 
1959; Pradhan and Reddy_ 1962; Radovich_ 1959; Subrahmanyan. 1959: Uda 
1952: Walford . 1946) describing the fluctuations of mackerel and sardine of In-
dian waters and other regions and re:ating them with one or more of the hydro-
graphical conditions_ These descriptions or si mple statistical correlations may not 
help much for forecasting the fisheries. Sometimes, such relations give opposite 
lesults. It is. therefore, necessary to seek for the cause and effect and do rigorous 
analysis in order to establish practical methods of forecast ing the Ii heries. This 
view point gains support from the opposing results of Walford (1946) and Marr 
(1959). 
THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE INDIAN PELAGIC FISHERIES 
It may be worthwhile to discuss the main [eatures of lhe Ind ian sardine and 
mackerel fisheries. Fig. 7 which is prepared from the Quarterly and Annual re-
ports published by the Central Marine Fisheries Research fnsti lute, shows the oil 
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, ardine landi ngs during the three di ffe rent seasons in different years , In preparing 
thi s fig ure the second quarter (Apri .. ~!ay and June) is treated as summer (hot 
weather season). the third quarter (july, Augu, t and Seplember) as monsoon and 
the fourth and Ihe fi rst quarters as winter season. Th us the catch per monlh dur-
ing Ihe different seasons is taken into consideration for comparing Ihe seasonal 
trend of the catch, wh:ch is shown in Fig. 8. There is a tremendous progress of 
fi sh catch in the order of the seasons- summer, monsoon and winter. 
There are some regional differences of sardine a nd mackerel fisheries of India 
wh ich are no less important from the practical poi nt of view of fi shery forecasting . 
According to the Kera la Fisheries Department, large shoals of oil sardin~ 
occur in the northern zone "f Kerala Coast (Kerala Fisheries Department. 1962) 
and the fis hery starts immediately after the southwest monsoon and lasts from 
September to March. The peak catch lasts fro m September to December. The 
• 
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mackerel fish.ry, like that of the oil sardine, is of great importance in the north-
ern zone of Kerala coast. This fis hery in the Kerala coast usually starts from the 
middle of August and ends in May. the peak months being October to December. 
According to Nair ( 1959) the oi l sardine fishery of Ind ia generally commences ' 
in July and terminates in March with the November-January portion representing 
the best period of the fishery . 
Chidambaram (1950) pointed ou t that the sardines appear first in the Calicut 
region and then appear gradually in succession towards the north and begin dis-
appearing in the north first and then near about Calicut and fina lly in the south. 
Mackerels also follow almost the same course of events (Panikkar, 1952) . 
• 
Thus enough evidence is gathered that the pelagic fisheries of the oil sa rdine 
and mackerel. which strike the peninsu la not right at its tip but a distance further 
nmth along the west coast, b~have in a systematic way regionally and seasonally. 
A C LUE TO THE P RACTICAL SOLUTtON OF THE PRUBL.EM 
From the above discussion It is clear that the pelagic fisheries . particularly 
the oil sa rd ine and mackerel fisheries along the west coast of Lnd ia, have definite 
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regional and ~easonal trends in their distribution. The clue to these seasona l amI 
regional var;ations has to be found partly, if not wholly, in the variations of the 
pattern of the coastal currents. An interesting point here is that the catches are 
maxImum during the period (winter eason) when the northerly drift gets establish-
ed along this coast. It is quite possible that the pelagic fisheries of the Indian West 
Coast are intimately related to these coastal dri fts. Any effort to evolve a predic-
tion system for the pelagic fisheries a long this coast should take this factor into 
consideration. As a first step towards this achievement, it would be necessary to 
work out the structural details of this current system making direct current mea-
surements (since there are many theoretical limitations to the indirect methods of 
computing currents). Further it is necessary to relate these data with the fish move-
ments which can be obtained with reasonable degree of accuracy by tagging ex-
periments. The basic data and in formation thus obtained will enable us to work 
out prediction system for the pelagic Ii heries of the region. 
SUMMARY 
Seasonal variations of thermocline depths in the region between Cape Comorin 
and Mangalore ' showed that the thermocline depths are low during the south-west 
monsoon season, moderate during the summer (hot weather season) and great 
during the winter season. Thermocline is necessarily pushed off the coast during 
wInter. The depth of the thermocline increases seaward during summer and mon-
soon. The surface of the depth of the top of thermocline takes an inverted wedge 
shape about the shelf-edge with decrea ing depth on either side of the 100 m. 
isoline of the depth of the top of the thermocline during winter. The depth again 
increases further off in the sea in the south-western part of the region during this 
season. The effect of the shallow bottom (near the coast) upon the thermocline 
position is illustrated. 
The width of the range of salinity va lues associated with the tbermocline top 
increases in the order of winter, monsoon and summer, the spread taking place 
towards the lower values. The ranges of temperature associated with the top of 
thermocl ine are. in general , slightly less during winter than those during monsoon 
and they are slightly more during summer. 
The vertical rate of fa ll of temperature in the discontinuity layer is found 
to be independent of latitude or longitude, at least in tbe region of investigation. 
However. seasona l changes in the gradient of thermocline have been observed. 
The thermocline is sharpest duri n~ the monsoon, moderate during the winter and 
mi ld during the summer. 
A system of seasonal currents is revea led by the distribution of the lines of 
equal depths of thermocline. 
Based on a relationship between the coastal current pattern and the trends 
in the pelagic fi heries. the possibility of evolving a prediction system has been 
indicated. 
• 
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INTERACflON OF PELAGIC FISHERIES WITH PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL 
ENVIRONMENT OF THE WATERS OFF 11IE KERALA-KARNATAKA COAST 
A. V. S. MURTY 
Celltral M arille Fisheries Researdl Institute, CochiJl-682 031 
Tile pelagic fishes and the zooplankton coexist in the same aquatic ecosystem which changes from 
season to season leading to interaction of each other. 
TIle annual variations of the physical , chemical and biological characterisLics of the waters and 
the pelagic fishery of the Kerala-Karnataka Coast are described. The amplitudes and phases of 
the rdevant parameters in their annual variations are defined precisely. The fisheries of the pelagic 
domain are correlated in their seasonality with the zooplankton biomass and the upwelling index. 
Three biological seasons of different periods and characters are revealed by the analysis. 
iNTRODUCTION 
THE CHAIN-LIKE reaction of the marine 
atmosphere, the physieo-chemical characteris-
tics of sea water, the phytoplankton, the zoo-
plankton and the bacterial load of the pelagic 
realm will finally interact with the fishes and 
hence the fishery. In such a complex aquatic 
ecosystem, any attempt by simple means to 
forecast the fishery would not be accurate. 
However, attempts were made in the past to 
forecast the regional fishery from environmental 
factors. The best among such attempts in 
the recent times were those by Laevastu and 
Hela (1970) on herring and bottom temperature 
in North Sea, Cuhs/ling (1982) on the effect of 
EI Nino upon the Peruvian anchoveta stock 
and Daniel Pauly and Navaluna (1983) on 
monsoon induced seasonality in the recruit-
ment of Philippine fishes. 
In the present paper an attempt is made to 
corrolatcl the pelagic fisheries of the Kerala-
Karnataka Coast with the physical and bio-
logical conditions prevalent in the aquatic 
ecosystem. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The data Crom September 1971 to August 
1973 presented in UNDPfFAO Pelagic Fisheries 
Project Progress Report No.7, (1974) of z0o-
plankton biomass of the EEZ waters of the 
Kerala-Kamataka region , as observed from 
four almost uniformly spaced transects-
Quilon, Cochin, Kasargod and Karwar, were 
considered to determine the monthly mean 
variations of the zooplankton in the waters. 
Similarly, from the UNDP/ FAO Pelagic 
Fisheries Project Progress Report No. 3 (1973) 
for the period, June 1971 to February 1973 
the monthly mean temperature at 50 m depth 
and the monthly mean dissol ved oxygen of the 
neritic waters not exceeding 50 m depth were 
determined. And the pelagic fish catches along 
the Kerala-Kamataka Coast (quarterly 
averages for \3 years from 1962 to 1974) 
published in CMFRI BuUetin No. 27 (Silas 
et aI., 1916) were treated conjointly with the 
above environmental factors . 
Exploited marine fishery resources of India 
averaged for thirteen years (1962-74) in the 
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form of their quarter-wise and species-wise the quarter and the value thus obtained by 
landings were presented in the CMFRI Bulletin this division is allotted to the name of the 
No. 27 (Silas el 01. , 1976). Among those middle month of the quarter. The remainder 
species, the following were considered to was shared by the rest of the months (2) one 
belonging to the' pelagic group: oil sardine, on either side of the rviddle month. In aIIot-
other sardines, Hilsa, other clupeids, Hemiram- ting the share of either of the month, the 
phus, flyingfish, carangids, mackerel, seerfish neighbouring quarter values on either side of 
and tllIUlies. The quarter-wise landings of the the quarter under consideration was taken into 
total pelagic species for the Kerala-Kamataka account. Let the quarter value under con-
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FIG. 1. The year·round pelagic fish landings from the Kerala-Kamataka Coast (The middle month 
of each quarter is underlined). 
Coast were c\lnsidered as they are fished from 
the same marine ecosystem. 
The following method is adopted in order to 
derive the monthly mean landings of the 
pelagic fish from their quarterly mean values. 
The quarter mean value of a particular quarter 
is divided by the total number of months (3) of 
sideration be Qs and let A Q I and A Qr be the 
differential values of the left quarter and right 
quarter respectively to the value Q. The 
• I 
remaining two months of the quarter are- given 
) 2 ' , -' 
their share . out of . . the "3 Q value III lite 
following manner : 
I 
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2 The "3 Q. is ~vided into two parts namely 
2 2 
"3 Q. x t, QI / ( t, QI + t, Q,) and "3 
Q, x t, Q, / ( t, QI +- t, Q,) and the major 
part is allotted to one of the two months on 
whose side the neighbouring quarter value is 
higher. Thus, the values of each quarter ace 
distributed over the three months concerning 
the quarter. The monthly mean disrributions 
thus obtained of the pelagic fish catches are 
taken into consideration for analysis in this 
paper (Fig. I). 
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occurrence of.maximum or minimum in them. 
The biological parameter namely the zooplank-
ton biomass of the environmental factors 
shows opposite trend of variation to that of the 
physico-chemical factors of the environment. 
The pelagic fishery data shows a considerable 
lag in ·its occurrence of maximum or minimum 
when compared to the zooplankton biomass in 
the waters. 
Time functions of tile parameters 
In order to be more precise in the time of 
occurrence of maximum or minimum and the 
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FIG. 2. Annual variations of parameters T-Temperature at 50 m depth (inverse index of upwelling). 
O,.-Dissolvcd oxygen and P - the zooplankton biomass of the pelagic waters. F - the pelagic fisbety. 
RESULTS AND DtSCUSSION 
Annuat march of parameters 
Figure 2 shows the annual variations of the 
parameters of the environmental factors 
together with the variations of fish catch of 
the pelagic species. The variations of tempera-
ture at 50 m depth and the dissolved oxygen 
content of the nearshore pelagic waters vary 
dl¢ng the year._)ViJl!:_ Y~rr .. _close tiJl:lin~s of 
ie~tive lel'd/ lag of each parameter, the annu'!\l 
• 
variations of aU the parameters are 'subjeclod 
ro harmonic analysis oJ single (annual) wave 
period in each of them.' . . 
General principles/equations 
If y is the magnitude of any parameter at 
time t (in months of the year) then the para-
meter y as a function t is written as 
" Y ' -: - a"-T'acoS2"" ~ :F7fSTif:7;r. ~ --(I) 
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where 1 refers to the month of the year (T=12 
months), 1=0 refers to Dcoember, 1= I refers 
to January and 1=2 refers to February and so 
on. 
ConslQII/s 
The average value of the parameter for the 
12 months replaces the constant ao. In order 
to determine the constants a and b the follow-
ing method is adopted. 
Harmonic analysis shows that 
11 / 
6a = l: Y cos 27r 12 and 
o 
II. f 
6b = I y SIn 217'12 • 
o 
Let the suffixes 0, I, 2, .. . of y refor to the 
corresponding month of the year starting with 
Deoembc:r with zero suffix. ArraniC the ordi-
nates (the monthly values of the parameter) 
as follows 
Yo y, y, Y. y. y, 
Y. y, Y. Yo YIO Yu 
q difference qo q, q, q. q, q. 
RearranllC q's as follows 
qo ql q. q. 
q, q. 
v sum Vo Vi v:! Vs 
w difforence w, w. 
Tabulate the results as follows : 
Multiplier 
0.5 IV~ ", 
0.866 w, v, 
I Vo ". 
Swn of col\lmn = 6a ~b 
Multiplying the terms in the 2nd and 3rd colllnln 
by the corresponding multiplies in the 1st 
colllnln, the values of a and b are determined 
by summing up as shown in the above table. 
Thus the values a and b of each parameter 
arc determined in addition to ac. Thus a~r 
determining au, a and b, the equation of Y 
as a function of f is written as 
Y = a. + a cos 217' {2 + b sin 217' I~ 
in which the constants ao, a and b are known. 
The eosin and tbe sin terms of tbe above 
equation may be combined and expressed as 
a cos 217' tz" + b sin 217' I~ 
217 (1 - ~ /) 
= rcos- '" 12 (2) 
wbere r is the amplitude of the wave form 
r = (,j a' + b' ) and tan - l ( ~ ) = ~; 01.., 
tbe phase angle of the parameter. 
Applying tbe above procedure to the data 
prcsen ted in Fig. I , we iCt that 
f T = 24.94 + 0.97 cos 217' IT 
+ 3.68 sin 217' -IT (3) 
or 
7T 
T "" 24.94 + 3.8 cos 2 12 (I - 2.5) (4) 
where T is the temperature eC) at 50 m d.ptb. 
1 0 " = 3.03 + 1.14 cos 2r. 12 
+ 1.27 sin 271' /2 
or 
(S) 
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whero O. is dUi&olved oxygen (ml/ l) of tbe 
neritic waters. 
1 
P = 350 - SO cos 2r. 12 _ 230 sin 2 7TI (7) 12 
Oxygen minimum occurred one month in 
advance to T minimum. Assuming that the 
lowering of T and O. are effected by upwelling 
in the waters, it may be seen that 0, responded 
quicker to the peak influence of upwelling, 
while the parameter of temperature is influenced or 
2" P = 350 + 240 cos -If (I - S.4) (S) with one month delay. The plankton 
maximum occurrc d in August-September and 
its minimum in February-March. The occur-
rence of plankton maximum coincided with 
temperature minimum. The reduction of 0 , 
to its minimum in July-August has no reducing 
where P is zooplankton biomass in p.l/m', 
2" 1 . 27T 1 9 F = 22.53 + 20.14 cos 12 - 3.55 Sin 12 ( ) 
or 
2r. F = 22.53 + 20.45 cos 12 (I + 0.3) (10) 
where F is pelagic fisheries in thousands of 
tonnes. 
Differentiating the equations 4, 6, 8 and 
10 with respect to time I, we can determine the 
time of minimum or maximum of each para-
meter and the same are presented in Table I. 
TABL£ I. Tim~ of occurrenct 0/ ma.tillUl and minima 
Time in moulhs wh.en 
tM parameter is 
Parameter 
Maximum Minimum 
T 2.5 8.5 
(Temperature al (Feb. - (Aug.-
SOm depth) March) Sept .) 
0 , 1.6 7.6 
(Dissolved oxy~n (Jan.- (July-
mill of the neritic Feb.) Au&.) 
waters) 
p 8.4 2.4 
(Zooplaokton biomass (Aull.- (Feb.-
,.JIm' of tbe pel_lie S~pl.) Morch) 
""len) 
F 11.7 5.7 
(1'eIa1ic fishery 1000's (Nov.- (May-
0'10_) Dec.) Juno) 
influence on the plankton abundance. There-
fore, the plankton production appears to be 
more controlled by temperature rather than the 
dissolved oxygen of the waters. P is maximum 
when the temperature at 50 m is 19.5oC. Or P 
is above 500 p.l /m' during the temperature 
below 21.5°C. The corresponding 0 , for P > 
500 p.1/m' is 1.6 to 1.3 mIl. 
The environmental relalioll of fishery 
One can expect that the pelagic fishery 
would be influenced by the temperature at 50 m 
depth as the latter parameter, when it is of 
lowet' range represents the effect of upwelling. 
The fishery should be more when the zoo-
plankton is abundant. Therefore, F should 
be proportional to P and inversely proportional 
to T. 
The relation of fishery with the bio-physical 
paramete~ ; is illustrated in Fig. 3. Three 
distinct relations are notice d- June to 
September, October to December and January 
to May, with sharp discontinuity between the 
three curves representing the three main seasons 
namely the monsoon, post-monsoon and pre-
monsoon respectively. These three Tegimes 
may reflect the three different interaction 
systems of the fishery with biophysical environ-
ment of the waters. During the monsoon 
regime low temperature and high plankton 
biomass arc the prevailing conditions. During 
th~ pro-mOllSOOl\ rcgi~ hiSh temperature ~<I 
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low plankton production constitute the sratu~ 
of the environment, while during post-
monsoon the conditions are moderate. 
The slope of the curve is posil ive only during 
monsoon and in the rest of the seasons (post-
monsoon and pre-monsoon) it is negative. 
Therefore, in the balance of rates of production 
4 ·0 
3 ' 6 
3 ' 2 
-2 ' 8 
'" ., 
c 
c 
~ 2 ' 4 
'" 
'0 
':20 
'" I ' 6 . 
o 
-' 
0'8 
0 ' 4 
6 . 
. ~ 
duction may serve as a Iiru: se~on between the 
net predatory sea~cn and the net -pr:oductive 
season namely the post-monsoon and the mon-
soon seasons . 
Apart from qu:t.ntitative differences of 
plankton biomass, the three regimes may differ 
in their quality/variety of the plankton which 
8 
o 
09 
OL--L __ L--L __ L--L __ L--L __ L-~_ 
o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 PIT 
Fro. 3. The threc-phase model of seas<ln>Uty of the pelagic fisheries - environment SY'tem (The 
inserted numbers refer to the months of the year). 
and predation of the standing crop of plankton, includes fish eggi< and larvae. In tropical 
there is a net production during monsoon which waters fish eggs hatch out into larvae within a 
is upwelling period, wherea.s the ptedation few hours of spawning and the location of fish 
exceeds praducti:on dvring ·.the · remaining two eggs in..quantities in anyone ·area i~ therefore 
se,asons. .IlJ.e. :p~-!Uol1~oon . se.lIson .. wuh its a clear' evidence 0.£ fish spawniDg ili i4e.:~e 
proJrcssive .improvem~nt" of . planl(ton pro- area ar~und th'!t time. In tile) CIISe) of oil 
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sardine which forms the major flshery, different June to August. Although differenL workers 
ranges of periods of spawning were attributed reported different periods cf spawning of 
by different workers - June to October by mackerel, in majority of studies it was June to 
Devanesan (1943), June to November by air September or April to September (Bal and 
(1959). Antony Raja (1969) from Ilis ten-year Virabhadra Rao, 1984). Narayana Rao (1962) 
elliperience of oil sardine investigations, states observed that tile Indian tunas spawn between 
tllat no instlUlceS of even ripening gonads, April lUld August. Therefore:, it may be 
leave about spawning, were noticed beyond generalised lilat the period of spawning in these 
September. He concludes th &t lune-October waters is mainly concentrated to monsoon 
period can be safely assumed as the season of season, although it is wide-spread from pre-
spawning, with the m~nth of October as a rare monsoon to monsoon with occasional spawning 
possible extreme limit and with intense activity in post-monsoon. 
of spawning dt'ring the flrst three months i.e. 
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PAPER 3.3 
THE CHARACTERISTIC TRANQUILITY OF MUDBANKS, A CLUE 
TO FORM THEM ARTIFICIALLY - A HYPOTHESIS. 
A.V.S. MURTY 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin - 11 
, 
The natural formation of mudbanks (Chagaras) at 
certain locations along the Kerala coast during the southwest 
. monsoon is a well-known phenomenon which faciltates, on 
account of its calmness, safe launching and landing of non-
mechanised fishing boats (canoes) in the coastal stretch 
which is otherwise wind-wave beaten. An insight into the 
scientific reasons of the varying tranquility of a spectrum 
of mudbanks gives a clue as to how to form them artificially. 
The clue born of experience in the fields is described here. 
With appropriate engineering design of devices, the 
hypothesis 
cause of 
may prove to be a useful proposition serving 
coastal fishfarmers who make their living 
the 
by 
operating canoes for fishing from the neritic waters. 
Foot Note: • Presented 
Research 
at the Seminar on Fisheries 
and Development in Kerala at 
Trivandrum organised by Department of Aquatic 
Biology and Fisheries, University of Kerala 
in April, 1987. 
2 
General features 
Mudbanks are calm stretches of muddy seawater widened 
from coast by a few kilometers (4-5 km) into the sea and 
occupying a length by a few more kilometers along the coast. 
sometimes they are smaller in size: however, they are located 
adjacent to the shore. The formation of mudbanks is 
associated with the southwest monsoon. If monsoons are 
delayed, the mud banks are also delayed for their formation. 
As the name itself indicates, mud is required for the 
formation of mudbanks and in the coastal seawater the mud 
(sediment) is provided by the monsoon, either by churning the 
bottom mud into the neritic waters or by discharging the 
sediment from the mountains through the river mouths 'into the 
coastal sea water. 
The mudbank waters are poorer in sun light 
penetration and dissolved oxygen content. Therefore, the 
primary 
,~ 
production in mud bank waters is correspondfy poor. 
However, the nutrients, the standing crop of phytoplankton 
and secondary production are appreciably high in mudbank 
waters. 
Locations 
The best known mudbank of the southwest coast is the 
Alleppey mudbank. It occurs every year though it shifts its 
exact position from Alleppey in the north to Thrikkunnapuzha 
in the south (about 16 km). The other places along the 
3 
Kerala coast where mudbanks were reported were Chellanam, 
Manasseri, Vypeen, Narakkal, Valappad, Nattika, Tanur, 
Parappanangadi, Beypore, Elathur, Quilandi, Muzhippilangadi, 
Adanur- N-Bella, Adakkathubail, Kumbala and Uppala in Kerala 
coast and Ullal in Karnataka coast. At majority of the 
places, the source of mud is either river discharge or 
~tal origin, at Vypeen it is the dredged mud while at 
Alleppey it is of subterranean origin (Silas, 1984). 
Tranquility 
The most impressive physical feature of mudbank is 
~ the perfect calmness of its area like a glas~ of~heet, while 
on all the three sides of its water boundary the waves are 
seen breaking with thundrous sound forming into a bee-line. 
This tranquility of mudbanks is availed by fishermen for saf e 
launchi ng and landing of their small fishing boats, the 
canoes. With a dense grouping of canoes, with a thick 
population of fishermen in action and a good number of 
middlemen as buyers of catch, with headloads of baskets of 
fishes being carried from the canoes at knee-deep waters to 
the lories on shore, it is a dynamic sight of its own at the 
mudbanks. The venders of eatables and tea and the children 
who try to have their access to the canoes to grab one or two 
fishes into their handbags add a festive colour to the sandy 
beaches of the mudbanks. 
' . 
4 
The reason for tranquility 
The question arises as to how a particular spot along 
the coast is calm while waters along the entire coastline are 
muddy during the southwest monsoon. In other words, why the 
neritic waters of the non-mudbank regions along the coast are 
not free from wave action while they are also muddy. 
In the case of wind-generated wave propagation, as 
long as the surface waves are in deep water, the velocity of 
the fluid particles decrease exponentially with depth from 
the surface. As they approach the shallow waters the 
velocity decreases hyperbolically with depth. As the waves 
are damped, the fluid particle velocity decreases. Conversly, 
with the decrease of fluid particle velocity the wave damping 
occurs and calmness arises as a result of complete damping or 
dying of waves (Newman, 1978). The mechanism required to 
reduce the fluid particle velocity is to increase the 
internal friction 
particles may be 
called viscosity of the fluid. 
looked in three kinds. One 
The mud 
is those 
particles which dissolved in seawater completely losing their 
physical identity. These particles are called thexotropic 
particles. The salts dissolved in seawater and the 
thexotropic particles increase the viscosity of seawater. 
The second but more important category of solid 
particles are soles (microscopic) which increase tremendously 
the viscosity of the fluid without losing their physical 
5 
identity. Based on hydrodynamic principles, Albert Einstein 
, 
derived that the viscosity of the fluid is increased by at 
least two and a half times to the volumetric concentration of 
the soles in the fluid. 
solvent, rtt 
• fl{o (1 +2.54> ) where 
is viscosity of solution 
11[0 is 
and 4> is 
viscosity of 
the volumetric 
c 
concentration of soles (Sheludko, 1966) • Let us call them 
the Einstein particles. 
The third category of particles is gravity influenced 
bigger size particles the presence of which do not contribute 
to the viscosity of the fluid at all. But these particles 
avail the already existing viscosity of the fluid for their 
getting buoyanced in the fluid. These particles after 
certain downward travel with gravitational acceleration, 
overcome the gravity by their buoyancy and their f 'lrther 
sinking is effected by uniform downward velocity which was 
called the terminal velocity by Stokes. Their terminal 
velocity depends upto the areal size of the particles and the 
density difference between the fluid particles and the solid 
particles. The terminal velocity decreases in a more viscous 
fluid. Let us call them the Stokes' particles whose presence 
in the liquid does not contribute to the viscosity of the fluid 
(Murty et al., 1984). 
In a muddy water if Stokes' particles are predominant 
and the first two groups of particles are negligibly present 
if not 
damping 
absent, 
effect 
then the water though muddy 
on the waves. On the other 
6 
cannot bring 
hand, if the 
thexotrophic or Einstein particles are predominent in the 
muddy water, while the Stokes' particles are negligible, such 
muddiness reduces the wave height by its many fold increase 
of viscosity of the medium. As internal friction is 
increased by the increase of viscosity, the velocity of the 
fluid particles involved in the wave propagation gets reduced 
and hence the waves are damped. 
Therefore, what is needed for wave damping is 
increased proportion of Einstein particles and thexotropic 
particles in the mud when compared to Stokes' particles. 
Thus the contrast in mudbank and non-mudbank waters, though 
both look muddy alike, lies in the proportionality of the 
viscosity-increasing and non-increasing solid particles in 
the mud. If the vi~cosity-affecting solid particles get 
depleted from the mudbank region by drift currents or tidal 
currents, the mudbank loses its quality of tranquility and it 
becomes short-lived. 
Bottom currents also help in bringing calmness to the 
waters. Although the origin of propagation of wind-waves is 
sea surface but not the bottom, the bottom sediment can 
reduce the wave height, if the sediment is lifted into the 
water column above the bottom. Such a condition would arise, 
if bottom currents are present. Mud with high clay content 
contining more than 50% of water is potentially unstable in 
the presence of even weak bottom currents. 
granular surface 
water interface 
increases the 
produced by burrowers makes 
hydrodynamically "rough" 
probability of converting 
7 
Moreover, the 
the sediment 
which factor 
laminar into 
turbulent flow near the bottom. Large amount of sediments 
over watery mud bottoms are therefore re-suspended into the 
overlying water (Young, 1971). Thus, the wave damping is 
improved by such bottom conditions. 
Artificial Mudbanks 
forming 
forms 
At some places 
into a semibay . 
into single eddy 
the coastline takes a 
If the current in the 
and the bottom is 
small curve 
bay waters 
extensively 
sedimentary in nature with sandy stretch of beach, such areas 
are suitable for selection to form artificial mudbanks. The 
centre of the eddy would be almost free of currents, like the 
eye of a cyc l~ne. 
Sufficient amount of mud consisting the Einstein 
particles and the thexotropic particles mainly the former 
particles, has to be dumped at the eye of the eddy. With 
more and more dumping of such quality mud, the currents of 
the eddy gradually die off as the mud spreads from the eye. 
As the particles set in, the wave breaker zone of the waves 
recedes and finally limits the wave action to the sea-ward 
periphery and to the either side of the "bank" along the 
coast. The simulated mudbank requires continuous monitoring 
6 
with regards to the balance of its quality mud in its water 
column and also the currents in its vicinity which tend to 
erode the quality mud from it. Once the mudbank is 
stabilised, it can be used for the canoes for their launching 
and landing purposes. 
Once the mud bank sets in, the bacterial load at the 
bottom gets enhanced and the nutrient condition of the water 
column improves. 
mudbank provide 
The nutriently enriched calm waters of the 
ideal conditions for culturing suitable 
marine organisms. They also serve as launching pads of sea-
ranching of commercially important marine fishes in their 
seed stage. 
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E P I LOG U E 
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EPILOGUE 
The lucid analytical schemes presented here provide 
appropriate means to bring out cascade type of waves 
consisting the first, the second and the fourth harmonics 
from time series data of many variable parameters in nature 
especially those controlled by sun. The need for formulating 
analytical schemes for deriving the cascade wave forms from 
observations was realised by me, when I was carefully 
studying harmonic analysis and Runge's schemes during my 
post-graduation. Later some attempts were made in the past 
to resolve the problem, but in vain. Nevertheless, I always 
kept on coming back to it, and at last succeeded in 
formulating the present schemes, which are similar to Runge's 
schemes but more usefully meeting the requirements of rhythm 
~tudies of sun-controlled parametric variations. Tt.e 16-
ordinate scheme or the 32-ordinate scheme is an improvement 
of the 8-ordinate scheme in its accuracy of determining the 
coefficients. Juxtaposing such rhythm s t udies of living 
resources of the seas with the environmental changes may lead 
to better predictions of marine plants and animals from the 
advanced behaviour of the environmental changes. 
Upwelling 
production from 
intensified and 
is a natural agency for promoting 
the sea. Therefore, there is need 
enlarged studies of this phenomenon in 
fish 
for 
the 
waters around India, seeking for explanation as to "how" and 
4-2 
"why" this coastal phenomenon. The imperfection of balance 
Y • 
of f9feslnvolved in Ekman Spiral, and hence the limitations 
of the model in explaining the coastal water upwelling were 
pointed out. The eastern boundary upwellings and the western 
boundary intensified currents were looked upon intuitively as 
a paired system at the coastal peripheries of the subtropical 
gyres of the World Oceans. Visualising the importance of 
this aspect, reprints of this paper were mailed to : - almost 
all the Indian Oceanographers and selectively to a few 
scientists overseas. The replies of two oceanographers were 
annexed to the present work. Even though the paper is short, 
it made the stalwart like Prof. Henry Stommel to pause and 
think I 
A sketch was given of the seasonality and interaction 
of fisheries with marine biological and environmental 
conditions of the seas around India. 
The explanation of the reasons for tranquility of 
~ 
mudbanks gives scope for creating them artifi~lly by 
suitable engineering designs and devices for the purpose of 
harbouring and launching canoes of the artisanal fish farmers 
during their fishing seasons. The artificially created 
mudbanks may also play a key role in development of 
searanching technology in fisheries. 
Novel ideas of conceptual research were expressed in 
many areas of this work. "Absence of finality is the essence 
4-3 
of scientific spirit," said Bertrand Russel. Therefore, 
making an attempt after attempt to attain perfection, though 
not within the reach, is the spirit of scientist, or even an 
artistl 
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